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Newspaper Series Creates Flak, Support
A series of four ar
ticles on AIDS and the
Memphis Gay communi
ty in The Commercial
Appeal created
both
problems and support.
The series ran July
6-9. It featured an
overview of the AIDS
epidemic, and feature
articles on the Gay com
munity, couples, and an
AIDS patient.
It was unclear whether
the series was intended
to be an examination of
the AIDS epidemic or
of the Gay community.
Reporters Pearl Wash
ington, Whitney Smith,

Paul Turner, and Mary
Powers worked on the
series. Sandy Felsenthal was the photogra
pher assigned to the
series.
Criticism of the ser
ies came from both the
Gay and straight com
munities. Gays objec
ted to using pictures
to portray all Gay men
in stereotypical fash
ion,
while
the
straights objected to
even seeing such things
in the newspaper.
The second day of the
series featured large
full color photos taken

Hepatitis B Cases Up

In Shelby County
Memphis — While pub
lic
health
officials
deal with the growing
problem of AIDS, Shel
by County officials see
yet
another
problem
close by.
Cases of hepatitis B.
a liver disease caused
by a virus, seem to be
spreading quickly
in
the Memphis area. Shel
by County accounts for
35-40% of all hepatitis
B cases in the state
while having only 17%
of its population.
According to Dr. Lar
ry Baddour, a health
department epidemiolo
gist,
today's hepati
tis victims may be to
morrow's
AIDS vic
tims.
"We think the hepati
tis B virus is trans
mitted virtually in the
same way as the AIDS
virus," he said. Dr.
Baddour explained that
those methods include
transmitting it sexu
ally, by sharing need
les, and from mother
to baby. Baddour noted

that active male homo
sexuals
are at in
creased risk for acquir
ing hepatitis. Hepati
tis B is considered to
be much more easily
spread than is AIDS.
Baddour said that
most of the hepatitis
cases appear in the
lower
socio-economic
areas of the city — in
North
Memphis,
the
inner city, and a few
spots in the southwest
part of Memphis.
Hepatitis victims suf
fer weight loss, loss
of
appetite,
nausea,
fevers, and jaundice.
The disease is curable,
but
nationally
about
20,000
deaths
occur
each year from the dis
ease.
There is a vaccine for
prevention of hepati
tis. A series of three
shots are required and
the cost ranges from
$100-150
for
the
series.
Gay men and
health care workers are
especially
encouraged
to obtain the vaccine.

at
George's
several
months before.
The third day carried
a half-page portrait of
Allen Cook and John
Stilwell,
editors
of
Gaze. "We agreed to
cooperate with the pa
per because we, and
they, felt the story
needed balance," said
Cook. "No other couple
was willing to take the
risk and we felt it was
important," he said.
Stories were developed
focussing on the Gay
women's community but
were not run. "Gay does
not equal

AIDS," said

Carole Taylor, who was
interviewed for the ser
ies, "and yet that's
exactly what the gra
phics of the stories
reinforced, as well as
reinforcing
stereo
types."
"I certainly don't
like being defined by
either my sexuality or
a disease I might get,"
said
Stilwell.
"The
pictures were so strong
that I'm not sure a lot
of people got around to
actually
reading
the
copy."
Sources at The Com
mercial
Appeal indi
cated

that

more

100 calls were received
over the course of sev
eral days. While most
were negative,
many
were
positive
calls
from people who wanted
to help AIDS patients.
As expected, letters to
the editor ran heavily
against the coverage.
A special AIDS hot
line set up at the Red
Cross fielded over 400
questions.

than
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Fund Drive Started
After years of talk
ing, the first steps
toward a Memphis Gay
Community Center were
taken last month. The
Memphis Gay Coalition
has created a Gay Com
munity Center
Fund,
the proceeds of which
will
potentially
be
used for the down pay
ment on a building to
house the center.
The center would house
a Gay library, the Gay
Switchboard and office
space for Gaze. Organi
zations needing meeting
space would be encour
aged to use the facil
ity and would be asked
to contribute to its
upkeep.
"When I was a kid,
our church always had a
building
fund," said
Bob Dumais, president
of the Memphis Gay
Coalition. "I feel that
we should be looking
toward the future," h<
said. Dumais indicated
that he has no partic
ular building in mine
at the moment and tha
structure of a govern

ing body is not set. He
said that, ideally, a
separate
organization
would be established to
oversee the Gay Com
munity Center's opera
tions.
Representatives
from all Gay or pre
dominantly Gay organi
zations were invited to
participate in the July
7 meeting to discuss

the Center. One atten
dee said he knew of a
person who might be
willing to donate a 14
room midtown building
for the GCC.
A special benefit show
has been set for Sun
day, August 17 at The
Pendulum. Doors open
at 6:00 with the show
starting at 7:00.

GALA Gears Up at MSU
The Memphis State
University Students for
Gay and Lesbian Aware
ness (GALA) has an
nounced that a table
will be set up at the
university's fall regis
tration.
According to a press
release, the organiza
tion hopes to avoid the

violence that occured
in 1985 when their
registration table was
overturned. GALA will
be distributing educa
tional
materials,
as
well
as
information
regarding
meeting
times and agendas for
the upcoming semester.

GAY GAMES
TICKET HOTLINE

415/861-5686

Gazing

Editorials appearing in Gaze represent only the opinions of the
authors unless otherwise indicated.

I was sitting in a lit
tle bar one night when
I overheard one queen
say to another, "What's
the Gay Task Force?"
(Answer: "Two dykes
and a pick-up truck.")
I admit, it has an iota
As the editors of 'em" as we were. With of humor. But I wanted
Gaze, Allen and I en our limits of space, it to say, "Listen, bucko,
courage every contribu was difficult to select do you honestly think
tor from the very poor what to use from the you'd be sitting safe
writer to the superior. many
submissions
by and unharrassed in a
Anyone who has the cour E.C. because they were Gay bar in the middle
of redneck Arkansas if
age to take up a pen all so good.
and write their piece
This
issue,
I've not for the work of
should be encouraged to stepped
aside
and men and women who be
to
organizations
do so because that is turned
the
editorial long
the real
purpose of page over to E.C. be such as the National
Task Force?" I
this newspaper. In this cause
her
••political Gay
didn't
say
it;
he was a
issue, you will
find statement" is more to
several articles signed the
point
and
more friend. I recalled, how
simply "E.C." I hope timely, has more real ever, reading about the
that you will be as im impact
and is better raids on Gay bars in
pressed with her excel written than anything I Austin a year earlier.
So far Arkansas hasn't
lent writing style, el could do.
oquence ,
turns
of
Keep
'em
coming had that. Yet.
phrase, and ability to E.C.!
Activisim boomed in
"call 'em as she sees
John Stilwell
Austin, Texas when the
Gay entry in an annual
UT-sponsored
parade
was
bombarded
with
beer
bottles,
trash,
etc.
Minor injuries
were incurred by at
least one of the Gay
riders. Many amazed,
shocked
articles
and
Box 3038, Memphis, Tennessee 38173-0038. Phone (901) 454-1411
letters to the editor
(evenings)
appeared for months af
terward in the school
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I was in a Gay bar one
evening with
friends.
Well, I thought they
were friends until Mi
chelle told me that
everyone there earlier
had voted that I had no
friends.
Granny con
firmed
it;
he
was
there voting also.
Actually, the vote was
in reference to whether
anyone would come to
my bar if I opened one.
Well, I must confess
that I did experience a
Copyright© 1986 by MGC.Reprint permission onnon-syndicated material momentary
pang
of
granted to Gay publications only provided proper credit is given. Distri chagrin;
what
with
buted throughout Tennessee and Little Rock, Arkansas. Microfilmed by Michelle's
lugubrious
Southern Gay Archives, Boca Raton,FL. Gaze is theregistered trademark veiled suggestions that
other
bar
owner(s)
of the Memphis Gay Coalition. All rights reserved.
would not permit me to
open simply by using
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newspaper and other me
dia.
One letter in parti
cular seemed to speak
for many in the Gay
student population when
the author said that
she had been motivated
by the incident to be
come involved in Gay
rights
activism.
She
said that she believed
that Austin Gays had
become
complacent in
the the face of their
past success and that
they would have to rea
lize that keeping the
rights
they
had
achieved
would be
a
never-ending battle.
In light of the Su
preme
Court
decision
in favor of the state
of Georgia in the sodo
my law case, it may be
that it is the time for
us all to roll up our
sleeves and prepare to
stand our ground.
I seem to be the only
person I know who was
genuinely surprised at
the verdict. A friend
of mine, I'll call Mer
edith,
wasn't
sur
prised. I had mentioned
to her several weeks
earlier that I was go
ing on the River Ride.
"You're so brave!" she
exclaimed.

the
city
agencies
against me. I, like a
number of other people,
know
who the
dime
(quarter now) droppers
are.
Be that as it may,
I'm not writing as to
my popularity.
I am writing about
something
that
Gaze
has refused to address.
I am writing about Gay
attacks on Gays. Par
ticularly owners of Gay
bars against Gays for
profit
motives.
Does
one see Gay decorators
breaking the toilets of
their competitors? The
question
Gaze refused
to ask, "Gigi, any idea
where that hammer is,

"Why?" I asked.
"To go on the ride. I
wouldn't go to some
thing like that. It's
better
to keep your
head
down. I think
we're
coming into a
time
of
persecution,
and we Gays are going
to suffer a lot in the
next few years."
At the time, I was so
shocked at her words
that I half-heartedly
agreed, not knowing how
else to reply.
But later on, I got
mad; and I wished I
had said, "NO! There
doesn't have to be a
purge! We don't have to
go back into the clos
et! There will only be
persecution if we let
it happen! We'll only
get walked on if we let
them walk on us! We've
got to stand up for our
selves!"
I thought that, and I
wrote it down, and I
felt pretty damn good.
I
felt
pretty
selfrighteous.
It'll
only
happen if you cowards
stay in the closet and
let it. I felt pretty
brave until I realized
it
was
time to end
this column and I only
had the courage to sign
it, "E.C."
or
who really swung
it?" Does one see Gay
florists stink bombing
their
competitors'
trucks? How about under
age patron plants?
I don't tell anyone
where to go or not to
go. I do go where and
when I wish, but I ob
ject to having my and
other Gay patrons' eve
ning interrupted by unneeded police investiga
tions and fire marshall
inspections due to a
phone
call
instigated
by a rival bar own
ers).
It is time that as pa
trons we demand the
right to a pleasant eve
ning wherever we choose
to
go,
uninterrupted
and free from harass
ment.
Some patrons
could care less I know.
However, they too are
victims
of
restricted
freedom and choice, and
we have enough of that
from the U.S. Supreme
Court.
Phyllis
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National
Insurance Regulators
Task Force Condems
Anti-Gay Discrimination
San Francisco — The
National Association of
Insurance Commission
ers (NAIC) has taken
an
important
step
towards banning antiGay discrimination by
insurance
companies.
Responding to the ef
forts of National Gay
Rights Advocates and
the National Gay and
Lesbian
Task
Force,
the NAIC's AIDS Ad
visory Committee has
recommended a national
prohibition
against
anti-Gay insurance dis
crimination. The guide
lines were based on a
proposal drawn up earl
ier by NGRA attorney
and committee member
Benjamin Schatz.
Mr. Schatz, Director
of NGRA's AIDS Civil
Rights Project, reports

nies
have
used
to
screen out Gay men.
Thus, insurance compa
nies can't use one's
marital
status,
zip
code, gender, or bene
ficiary as a pretext
for anti-Gay discrimi
nation."
NGRA Executive Direc
tor Jean O'Leary noted
the important move and
said it was a "tribute
to the strength of the
Gay and Lesbian com
munity." The commit
tee was unanimous in
its opposition to dis
crimination.
The NAIC, America's
organization of
state
insurance
regulators,
formed its AIDS Ad
visory
Committee
in
February 1986 to help
formulate national pol
icy on AlDS-related in
issues. Com
that "the recommenda surance
members
in
tions forbid both dis mittee
crimination on the ba clude insurance commis
sis of sexual orienta sioners ,
representa
tion and other methods tives of major insur
that insurance compa ance
companies,
and

Gay community leaders
Benjamin
Schatz and
Jeffrey Levi. Levi, Exe
cutive
Director
of
NGTLF,
said,
"We
will continue to work
with the committee on
such issues as discri
mination, confidentiali
ty, and HTLV-III anti
body testing."
A final report is ex
pected bv December.

Guardswoman Fignts
for Rights
Saying she joined the
Air National Guard in
1978 because "I felt I
should
get
involved
somehow with defending
my
country,"
Ellen
Nesbitt is now fighting
for her right to do so.
The second lieutenant
told
superiors
last
year that she is Gay.
She is currently fight
ing to keep her job as
a part-time administra
tive assistant in the
N. Y.
Air National
Guard's 274th Combat
Information
Systems
Squadron.
She says "the battle
is not just for myself,
but for the thousands
of others who were
forced to resign or
were discharged because
they are homosexual."
Military officials
contend that homosex
uality is incompatible
with Air Force regula
tions and have asked
her to resign with a
dishonorable discharge

to serve sixty days for
embezzling
federal
funds while heading a
Gay counseling center.
Teriggno, 32, was also
ordered to repay $6,969
and
placed
on
five
years
probation
with
the
restriction
that
she not earn any money
from books, films, or
"media activities" re
lated to her case. Ter
rigno resigned her job
Gay Teacher Wins
on the West Hollywood
City
Council
shortly
Court Case
before she was sen
Long Beach j CA — A tenced April 30.
Lesbian feminist teach
er has won a ruling in Political Bigots
a complaint against a Attack Each Other
school
administration
which refused to renew
Los Angeles — Ed
her contact in 1984. Davis, former LA Po
Dr. Betty Brooks, a lice Chief and current
former Long Beach Uni state senator, has at
versity professor, was tacked
Rep.
William
criticized for "not pro Dannemeyer, a conserva
moting family values" tive anti-Gay congress
in her course "Women man
from California.
and
Their
Bodies." Davis cited DannemeyBrooks and five other er's "record of hate
teachers
in
the and
bigotry" in his
school's Women's Study attack.
Program, were not of
As Chief of Police,
fered contract renew Davis
had
officers
als.
conduct frequent raids
Brooks was apparently
Gay bars, and once
pleased with the deci on
proclaimed
a
special
sion which will help in day when Gays could "go
her
lawsuit
seeking straight," according to
back pay, consideration the
Philadelphia Gay
of reinstatement, and News.
punitive damages.
Dannemeyer and Davis
are
among
eight candi
Former Gay Mayor
dates vying for the
Serves Time
GOP nomination to op
pose
incumbent
Sen.
West Hollywood, CA Alan Cranston.
— Former West Holly
Davis is apparently a
wood
Mayor
Valerie recent convert to the
Terrigno checked into a Gay rights cause. He
halfway house in May supported the state's
Gay rights bill (now
dead for the session)
and has attacked col
leagues who oppose his
stance on this issue.
or
submit
arguments
for her retention.
Nesbitt contends nei
ther option is viable.
"My sexual preference
has never Interfered
with the performance
of my military duties.
I'm
not a
quitter."
Nesbitt
works
full
time as a welfare ex
aminer
in
Mineola,
NY.

Prom Suit
Challenges Rule
Cincinnati — An open
ly Gay youth and his
straight sister are su
ing
school
officials
who barred them from a
high school prom after
the couple appeared in
drag. Warren Harper,
20, wore a dress, high
heels, and makeup to
the prom held a year
ago. His sister, Flor
ence Harper, 24, wore a
man's tuxedo. The coup
le claimed a constitu
tional right to free
expression was violated
when they were not al
lowed into the prom.
School
officials
de
clined comment.

FBI Investigated
Hudson in 60's
The Dallas Times
Herald reports that the
FBI investigated Rock
Hudson in the 1960's
apparently because they
were concerned that he
might portray a federal
agent. Hudson was not
the subject of any crim
inal investigation, but
informants
apparently
began spying on Hudson
as early as 1960, ac

In an article entitled
"Last
Homosexual
to
Die by Year 1997,"
Prof. Lupan
Raubritt
says, "the virus which
causes homosexuality in
males (type YY, accord
ing to Raubritt), has
shown an accelerating
rate of mutation in the
infected subjects," re
sulting in the deterior
ation of the central
nervous system.
The publication goes
on to say that "what
used to be psycholog
AIDS Hospital
ical
affinity
groups
inside
the
anti-nuke
Established
movement, have become
The Cancer Center of religious cults prac
the University of Tex ticing
satanism
and
as has established the witchcraft. The Livernation's first hospital more Action group in
solely
for
treating California today is or
AIDS patients. The 150 ganized
by a
selfbed facility is called avowed [Lesbian] witch
the Southwest Institute named
Miriam Simos,
of
Immunological and or Starhawk."
Infectious Diseases.
Blood Test
Lesbian Witches
Order Quashed
Decried by
cording to the news
paper.
Rumors about
Hudson being Gay were
widespread and the LA
FBI office was con
cerned when it was re
ported
that
Hudson
might portray an FBI
agent in an upcoming
movie.
The investiga
tion was dropped when
agents determined that
he would play a New
York
policeman
in
stead.

LaRouchies

Washington — The Gay
Community
News or
Boston reports that a
recent issue of the LaRouche mouthpiece mag
azine
New
Solidarity
contains some of the
most outrageous "find
ings" yet.

V

f

f

San Francisco — Chi
cago Judge Howard Kauf
man has thrown out a
previous court order by
another judge which re
quired a Gay father to
take an HTLV-III anti
body test in order to
visit
his
children.

Kaufman ruled that the
previous order was in
valid because insuffi
cient evidence had been
presented
to
support
it. Another hearing on
the issue took place in
late July. The father
is represented by Na
tional Gay Rights Ad
vocates, the San Fran
cisco-based public inte
rest law firm.
Responding to the rul
ing, Benjamin Schatz,
Director
of
NGRA's
AIDS Civil Rights Pro
ject remarked, "We are
extremely pleased by
the
judge's
decision.
By throwing out the old
order, the judge has
placed a tough burden
on the other side to
justify
testing.
It
will be extremely dif
ficult for them to find
credible
medical ex
perts
to testify on
their behalf."
The case, Doe vs.
Doe, attracted consi
derable national atten
tion after Judge Rich
ard Jorzak ordered the
father to submit to
testing
in
November.
Since that time, sev
eral judges have been
assigned to the case,
but have removed them
selves. For
example,
one judge admitted that

•MF W

f

W

^ W

he was biased against
the father because he
is Gay. The father,
called "John Doe" in
court documents, is per
fectly
healthy
and
shows
no
signs
of
AIDS.
At the hearing in
July, NGRA cooperating
attorney Closen argued
that
forced
antibody
testing would deny Mr.
Doe's
constitutional
rights to equal protec
tion, privacy, and due
process.
Union Supports Gays
The over 3000 dele
gates at the 27th In
ternational
Convention
of the American Fede
ration of State, Coun
ty, and Municipal Em
ployees (AFSCME) that
met in Chicago in June
reaffirmed the union's
support of Gay and Les
bian rights and main
tained AFSCME's lead
ership within the labor
movement on AIDS is
sues. AFSCME, the lar
gest union in the AFLCIO, has over 1.1 mil
lion members and is
considered to be one of
the most progressive
unions
in
American
labor.
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Missouri Law
Includes Touching
A lawyer working on
behalf of the Lambda
Legal Defense and Edu
cation Fund has asked
the Missouri Supreme
Court to eliminate the
state's "sexual miscon
duct" law as an uncon
stitutional
infringe
ment of the right to

THURSDAY
$1 Beer Bust

8 - Midnight

9pm — 1am

Happy Hour
Well Drinks $1.50
(8-1Opm)

Happy Hour
Well Drinks $1.50
(9 - Midnight)

BOB DAMRON ENTERPRISES
RO. BON14 077 SAN FRANCISCO
CALIFORNIA 94114 [415] 864 5040

to be necessary to pre
vent the spread of AIDS
according to state offi
cials.

•••••••••••
VOTE

SUNDAY
Open 9pm — 3am

616 Marshall

The definition in
cludes the touching of

(Next to George's)

genitals
through
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Counterpoint
m

•

Gay and Lesbian Officials
Blast Justice Dept.
[The
following is a
statement
of
openly
Gay and Lesbian offi
cials
regarding
the
June 23. 1986 Justice
Dept. opinion on AIDSrelated
discrimina
tion.]
The U. S.
Justice
Dept.. opinion released
June 23, 1986, that sug
gests that the "fear of
contagion —
whether
reasonable or not" pre
vents persons fired be
cause of AIDS-related
discrimination
from
seeking redress under
section 504 of the Re
habilitation
Act
of
1973 is counter to established federal guidelines from the Centers
for
Disease Control,
is contradictory to early statements from the
Justice

Dept.,

and

has

those pushing the
Lynd
ndon LaRouche initiative
in
California
which seeks mandatory

the Dept. of Health
and Human Services to
ruling
issue a clear
" T
the
rights
„ e with AIDS
those perceived at
and 'those
risk. Copies of letters
and records of phone
calls should be forwarded to:
Elected Officials
Call to Action
c/o National Gay and
Lesbian Task Force
1517 U Street, NW
Washington, DC 20009
We also urge our Lesbian and Gay sisters
and brothers and all
others concerned to become involved in local
efforts to secure civil

rights protections for
people with AIDS and
those perceived at risk
and to vigorously opP°se attempts to foster

AIDS hysteria in order
to curtail civil liberties.

[Signed, San Francisco City Supervisor Harry
Britt; Minnesota State Rep. Karen Clark, Min
neapolis City Councilman Brian Coyle; Lunenberg (MA) Town Clerk, Tax Collector, and
Treasurer Bob Ebersole; Laguna Beach City
Council Member and former Mayor Robert Gentry; West Hollywood City Council Member and
former Mayor John Heilman; Santa Cruz Council Member and former Mayor John
Laird;
Rochester City Council Member Tim Mains;
Dane
Co.
(WI)
Board
Member
Kathleen
Nichols; West Hollywood Mayor Steve Schulte;
Boston City Councillor David Scondras; Minnes°ta State Senator
Allan Spear; and Dane Co.
(WI)
Board
Member
Richard
Wagner.]

sssm^rssr-ji •••*••*••••*•*•••*•••*•*•*********

pulsory quarantine mea
sures" as a means to
further extremist ultraright wing ideology at
the expense of public
health and social jus
tice.
Recognizing that em
ployers who have worked
to create rational poli
cies based on fact, not
fear, will be damaged
by the confusion and
irrational
bias
intro
duced by the Justice
Department's most recent opinion, we urge
employers to disregard
the
opinion
and
to
recognize that discrimmation

against

people

StarSearch
Video

1264 Madison Avenue • Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 272-STAR

MALE STRIPPER TAPES
NOW IN STOCK

been criticized by offi- with AIDS and those
oials in the Dept. of perceived
at risk is
Health and Human Ser- illegal in many jurisvices as '-not reflect- dictions
and
unjust
ing...
scientific
or whenever it occurs,
medical information on
Until the Justice
AIDS trasnsmission.
Dept.
clarifies
its
We, as openly Gay opinion so as to indiand
Lesbian
elected cate that people with
officials, condemn and AIDS and those perdeplore the opinion by ceived at risk are {>rothe Justice Dept. as a tected from discriminacalculated
attack
on tion, those who undergo
the civil rights of peo- AIDS-related diagnosple
with
AIDS
and tic procedures should
those at risk, an at- seriously
consider
tack
counter
to
the their need for absolute
interests
of
public anonymity
given
that
health and social jus- test
results may be
tice.
immediately or in the
The Justice Dept. future
be
used
to
opinion will only serve terminate
employment
to exacerbate irration- with no recourse in fedal fear and foster a eral courts in those
sense of distrust among jurisdictions
lacking
groups whose voluntary state or municipal procooperation with public tection.
health
officials
is
We urge our Lesbian
crucial in the battle and Gay sisters and broagainst AIDS and could thers and all others
damage
medical
re- concerned about public
search efforts by jeop- health and social jusardizing
the
employ- tice to contact:
Secretary Otis Bowen
ment or potential volun
Dept.of Health and
teers thereby restrict
Human Services
ing the pool of possi
200 Independence Ave.
ble volunteers.
Washington, DC 20201
The Justice Depart
(202) 245-6296
ment's
recent
opinion
uuz;
z*o-oz»o
also lends itself
to to Protest the Justice
bv those Dlavine on Department's unconcionbigotry and fear
such able opinion and urge •****••••*••••••******************

Playgirl on the Air
California Manhunt
California Big Hunks
Males in Motion
Men Behind Bars
RENTAL FEES

Friday - Saturday - Sunday
$2 per movie
Monday thru Thursday
3 for $5
or $2 each

DAILY
990 RACK OF SELECT MOVIES
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SUNDAYS
$2.00 Beer Bust
3 - 7
MONDAYS

$1.00 Beer Bust
8 - 1 2

TUESDAYS
$1.00 Beer Bust
8 - 1 2
1474 Madison

Memphis

(901) 272-1104

Spectrum
AsIs Audition at Circuit
Circuit
Playhouse
will hold auditions Sa
turday, August 9, at 1
pm for the six male
§md two female roles
in As Is, the awardwinning play about two
New York men coming
to terms with the AIDS
crisis.
Located at 1705 Poplar
Avenue, Circuit will
present
the
William
Hoffman play for a
five-weekend run Sep
tember 25-October 26.
Rehearsals begin August
24.

The Circuit produc
tion
is
being
cosponsored by the Mem
phis Aid To End AIDS
Committee. The show,
which
opened
offBroadway in New York
and proved so success
ful that it transferred
to Broadway, won the
1985 Drama Desk award
as best play of the
ear and was nominated
or a Tony award as
best play. A televison
version
filmed
for
Showtime is currently
running.

?

Can't Be Openly Gay?

Even so, your financial support will
enable us to operate the Gay Switch
board, publish Gaze, produce Views
From 10% and work to secure basic
Human Rights for all Gays.

As Is will be directed
by Jerry Chipman who
has staged
Circuit's
productions of Key Ex
change, Agnes of God,
Angels
Fall,
Loose
Ends, Getting Out, and
The 5th Of July.

Duchess Wills $$
to Pasteur Institute
London — The Duch
ess of Windsor left a
large portion of her 5
million pound estate to
the Pasteur Institute
in Paris, according to
the London Daily Stand
ard. Suzanne Blum, an
attorney for the Duch
ess, said the Duchess's
dying wish was to boost
research at the Insti
tute, which specializes
in AIDS research.

Louganis Gives
Medal to White

Greg Louganis, Olym
pic gold medal diving
champion, presented one
of his gold medals to
Ryan White, the 14year-old
boy
with
AIDS. Louganis invited
White to see the U.S.
Indoor Diving Champion
ships.

AIDS Play a Hit

Thirteen amateur ac
tors have the difficult
task of portraying AIDS
victims and their loved
ones, but have struck
a chord in Los Angeles
with a play called
AIDS/Us. Difficult be
cause the story is
theirs.
The one-act,
one-hour
docudrama
opened for four weeks
Gay Women's
at the Sunlight Theatre
in Los Angeles
in
Anthology Material
June, but the Sunday
Sought
performances have been
so popular, they may
With the idea of cre last indefinitely. Pro
ating an anthology of ducers indicate they
essays about women's are considering taking
coupling
experience, the show to New York
Half
Lynn Scott and Pam and Washington.
White are seeking ma of the $10 admission
price benefits AIDS or
terial.
The Massachusetts ganizations.
couple is asking for
writings that "express 2nd Dynasty
the important aspect of
Actor Stricken
the love relationship."
Interested writers
Hollywood — A second
can get details by mail actor from the TV
ing a SASE to them at series Dynasty has been
Box 56, Millers Falls, struck with AIDS, ac
MA 01349. They will cording to New York
mail a letter explain hospital officials.
ing their project in
Paul Keenan, 30, a
return.
heartthrob who appeared

in 13 episodes of the
show in 1982 and again
in 1984, discovered he
has the disease about a
month ago. He was re
cently hospitalized at
St. Clare's
Hospital
in Manhattan for treat
ment.
Keenan has played
hunks and macho types
throughout his career.
He is the second Dynas
ty actor
to announce
that he has AIDS. Rock
Hudson was the first.

AIDS Law Book
Published
San Francisco — Na
tional Gay Rights Advo
cates, the San Francisco-based public inter
est
law firm,
has
announced the publica
tion
of
the AIDS
Practice
Manual:
A
Legal and Educational
Guide. The
manual
offers instruction and
sample forms for law
yers to use when deal
ing with the special
legal problems faced by
persons with AIDS or
ARC. The publication
is a joint project with
the San Francisco Chap
ter of the Anti-Sexism
Committee of the Na
tional Lawyers Guild.
The
manual includes
chapters on such issues
as wills, employment
discrimination, ana the
military.
The manual can be
purchased for $10 (post
paid)
by
writing
NGRA, 540 Castro St.,
San
Francisco,
CA
94114. It is designed

for a three-ring bind
er, and additional chap
ters and updates will
be published in the fu
ture. NGRA is a non
profit public interest
law firm and has a
fully-staffed AIDS Civ
il Rights project.

As Is
Reviewed
A preview showing of
the Showtime televi
sion version of As Is
was shown at the Ware
house 28 on July 13th.
The money raised from
the
preview showing
went
to
Nashville
CARES and the Nation
al AIDS Network on a
60/40 split.
As Is premiered on
Showtime on July 27th.
It is the critically
lauded play about a Gay
man with AIDS and his
former lover who re
turns to care for him.
Robert Carradine plays
Rich the dying victim
and Jonathan Hadary re
creates
his
awardwinning original stage
role as the caring
Saul. Colleen Dewhurst
also stars as a hospice
worker in New York's
Greenwich Village, and

girls, one of the most
Joanna
Miles
plays successful
shows on
their sympathetic best Broadway
in
recent
friend.
years. Ms. Holliday alJanet Pierce, Execu so
won a Grammy award
tive Director for Nash
ville CARES, expressed
appreciation to the Na
tional AIDS Network Commentary
and Showtime for mak
ing the preview showing
possible.
She also
thanks Steve Smith of
Warehouse 28 for the
use of his business and by E.C.
Earl Carlisle for help
in
publicizing
the
There's something aevent.
bout Gay people. A lot
of
folks have said
Gay Games
that, and they've meant
a
lot of
different
Closing Ceremonies
things when they said
Award-winning enter
A friend of mine
tainer Jennifer Holli
day will be the fea (whose full name I
tured performer at the won't give since he
Closing Ceremonies of would never play me
Gay Games II on Sun his Tom Robinson al
day, August 17th. Ms. bums again) has coined
Holliday will be cap a term for that special
Gays
ping off a week of ath something that
letic
and
cultural have. Jim calls it "Es
events in San Francisco sential Nellieness."
(August 9-17) for the You see a man or a wo
Gay and Lesbian com man walking down the
munity from across the street and you know —
country and around the that person is Gay.
How do you know? S/he
world.
Jennifer
Holliday has Essential Nellie
first leaped to nation ness. Ever hear some
al prominence with her one say, "She's Gay but
Tony award-winning per doesn't know it yet?"
formance
in
Dream- What inspires such a

for one of the singles pany of Sing, Mahalia,
released from Dream- Sing, packing houses
girls. Most recently, all across the country,
she has appeared in a
national touring com-

Essential Nelliness
comment?
Essential
Nellieness.
Jim says Gays pick up
on each other because
their
own nellieness
instinctively
"knows"
the nellieness in oth
ers. So when you see
Mr. Jones who appears
to be happily married,
but something nags at
you about him all the
same; and a year later
he Puns off to San Fran
cisco with his new lov
er, Eddie (stage name,
Carmelita) — it was
Essential
Nellieness
nagging at you.
You are probably all
familiar with the tra
ditional meaning of nellie in the Gay world —
effeminate. (Ex. That
girl is so nellie.)
But are you familiar
with the phrase "nellie
as hell"? It means the
ultimate in cool or

good. (Ex. That outfit
is nellie as hell. This
food
is
nellie
as
hell.) And of course,
we've already discussed
Essential Nellieness.
Jim thinks Essential
Nellieness makes Gay
people
superior
to
straights. I wouldn't
go so far as to say
that. It's just a qual
ity we have that they
don't. But the next
time you see that old
familiar sway and you
think, "If that boy's
not, my nose is as a
pickle," and you rea
lize your Essential Nel
lieness is radaring in
on that of the other
person,
and
you're
thrilled to know what's
happening — you can
thank my old friend
Jim. He's really an es
sentially
nellie
boy
(and single too).

We're willing to be out and work for you
— but we need your support. Join MGC.
Our membership list is strictly confidential.

Wlidtown
Gafe
1351 Autumn

_Enroll me as an MGC member. Enclosed is $20.
Send Gaze to:

City/State

Zip _

_Enroll me as an MGC member. Do not send Gaze or
any other mail out.
Memphis Gay Coalition
P.O. Box 3038

Memphis, TN 38173-0038
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(next door to Another Bar)

Serving Plate Lunches
10am — 2pm
Monday through Friday

August 9, 1986
10 PM - til -

Services by Memphis' Hottest men!
Merchandise At the Right Price!

BE THERE
Before it's

Going,

Get

Gone!
August/September 1986-Gaze-9

Sloan Vs. Falwell—Round 2
This tale of two Jer
rys
started in July
1984 when Falwell ap
peared on a live Sacra
In the two year on mento TV talk show.
going battle of the two Sloan was in the audi
Jerrys, the Reverend ence and asked Falwell
Jerry Sloan has won an about a statement he
other
solid
victory made on the Old Time
over his former Bap Gospel Hour about the
tist
College
school predominately Gay Me
mate,
the
Reverend tropolitan
Community
Jerry Falwell.
Churches.
A panel of three jud Falwell vehemently de
ges sitting as an ap nied that he had called
MCC
"Brute
pellate panel of the the
Sacramento
Superior beasts" and said "Thank
Court found Falwell's God, this vile and Sa
appeal of a Sacramento tanic system will one
Municipal Court deci day be utterly annihi
sion, which in Septem lated, and there will
a
celebration in
ber 1985 awarded $5000 be
to Rev. Sloan, to be heaven."
Sloan told Falwell he
"wholly frivilous and
totally
without
mer had the statements on
tape. Falwell then of
it."
Their decision upheld fered Sloan $5000 to
Sloan's
judgement
a- produce the tape.
The tape was taken to
gainst Falwell and fur
ther awarded $2875 as KCRA-TV,
reviewed,
sanctions against Fal and played on two news
well for bringing a fri casts. All who listened
vilous suit. This now to the tape agreed Fal
brings the total owed well owed Sloan $5000.
to Sloan by Falwell to Falwell refused to pay
$7875 plus 7% on the when asked to do so by
$5000 from September Sloan's attorney, Rose1984,

Sloan 2 - Falwell 0

cur ed.
The appeal contended
that
by telling this
story
Metrailer
was
attempting
to
raise
mary Metrailer.
Sloan, in the Jewish
A law suit was filed judge's eyes, to the
on November 30, 1984; same status as that of
and papers were served
on
Falwell
as
he
stepped from his pri
vate jet as it landed
in Sacramento while on
a fund-raising tour.
At the trial, Sacra
mento Municipal Court
Judge Michael Ullman
ruled Sloan proved Fal
well had indeed made
the
statements
about
MCC and should pay the
$5000. The judge did
not see that Sloan's
use of the word rejoic
ing instead of celebra
tion constituted a ser
ious difference in the
quotation as everything
else was word for word
Falwell then appealed
the case on the grounds
that Metrailer had ap
pealed to a "natural
prejudice" of Judge Ull
man, who is Jewish, by an Auschwitz survivor.
Rev. Sloan said, "I am
referring to a Los An
geles
Superior
Court honored that Falwell
case involving an Ausch thought that by the
one little
witz survivor who ac telling of
cepted the $50,000 chal story I could be raised
lenge of the Insititute to such an exalted sta
of
Historical
Review tus in anyone's eyes. I
for anyone to prove am humbled by such a
that the holocaust oc comparison."

Sloan said further,
"This case has now been
heard by four judges
all of
whom agreed
that Falwell made this
inflamatory
statement
about MCC, and that I
am due the $5000 which
Falwell offered me to
prove he made the state
ment. I will take eve
ry legal step possible
to collect my judge
ment and the sanctions
awarded to me by the
courts of the State of
California."
Rev. Sloan is the pres
ident of the Lambda

For Details: Call Bill (272-3705), Jeff/Durrell (278-7092) or
Irwin (726-1461) or write BWMT/Memphis, P.O. Box 41773,
Memphis, TN 38174-1773
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Sept 13 and 14
Volunteer Training
Program for Nashville
CARES at MCC Nash
ville, 131 No 15th Ave
(615) 320-0288.
Saturday Sept 13 8:30-

ENCORE AUCTION
TWO BIG DAYS
Thousands of Dollars, Hundreds of Items
for your Home, Office, Apartment, or Gifts

Saturday—August 16—10:00 P.M.
Sunday — August 17 — 8:00 P.M.

Topics Include:
"Who Are We" with
Tommy Powell
"What is AIDS?" —
Your Role as a
Vol
unteer
with
Janet
Pierce
Community Fund, a non
profit charitable cor
poration, which on Au
gust 1, 1986 opened Sa
cramento's
first
Gay
and Lesbian community
services center.
Any
profit from the law
suit will be donated to
the center.

memph/s
BWMT/Memphis
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Wednesday - Aug. 6: Health Services Committee: Irwin's,
7:30 pm
Saturday - Aug. 9: BBQ/Cookout: The Bill's, 5 pm
Bring your own meat and a side dish for sharing. Cash
Bar (Beer and Soda only)
Tuesday - Aug. 12: Discussion Group: Black/White
Relationships - Which one: Colonialism/Imperialism/
Liberation? Irwin's, 7:30 pm
Saturday - Aug. 16: Board Meeting: The Bill's, 7:30 pm
Sunday - Aug. 17: Newsletter Meeting: Joe's, 3:00 pm
Tuesday - Aug. 19: Fundraiser Committee: Jeff & Durrell's,
7:30 pm
Sunday - Aug. 24: Summer Sunday Brunch: Gertrude &
Gonzales', 11:30 am, Overton Square. Wear Something
Hot.
Monday - Aug. 25: General Membership Meeting: Library,
7:30 pm
Thursday - Aug. 28: Discussion Group: Glen's, 7:30 pm
HAPPY BIRTHDAYS: Jeff: August 12! Del: August 15!

Sept 5-7
The International
AIDS Vigil — 50 hours
of prayer, sponsored by
the Inter faith Associ
ation of Middle Ten
nessee and MCC. Call
MCC at (615) 320-0288
for details.

6:00

rBWMT /
BLACK&WHITE
MEN TOGETHER

AIDS Vigil
+ Volunteer Training

A COMPLETE
LEATHER
SHOP
1266 Madison
Phone 722-8963

Congratulations to Wings on Its
Second Anniversary
August 29, 30, 31

A close-out of Encore Gifts

12:00-1:30 Lunch

We accept Visa, MC, and American Express Cards

"Home Health Care
for PWAs" — Video
"Services and Bene
fits
Available
to
PWAs, PWARCs"
"Avoiding Burnout" —
Video
"Active Listening,
Peer Counseling"
Saturday night at
7:00 a reception will
be held at the Cabaret
for all trainees with
free food, cash bar,
and no cover if you
stay
for
the
show
later.
Sunday
Sept
14
12:30-5:00
"Psychosocial Aspects
of AIDS"
"Death and You"
15 minute break
"Living With Death
and Dying"
"Grief and Bereave
ment,
Religious
Is
sues"
with Janet
Pierce
"The
Volunteer,
Where Can You Help?"
with
Janet Pierce
October 1 7:45 AM 3:45 PM "AIDS and Our
Community" at the Max
well House Hotel, an
educational forum for
the leaders of our com
munity
sponsored
by
Nashville
CARES.
There is a $30 regis
tration fee which in
cludes
lunch.
Among
the speakers will be Dr
Gary Swinger ("Under
standing the Disease^)
and Janet Pierce who is
Executive Director
of
Nashville CARES.

PRIVATE PARTY ROOM
NOW AVAILABLE
Lounge and Bar seating, (quiet, if you want). Large screen TV with VCR,
Private Bar and Bartender, Subdued lighting. All this and more for only
$35 an evening (4 hours).
Mon-Tues
ALL BEER
112 Price

Wed-Thurs
BEER BUST
$1

Sunday
PATIO COOKOUT
Pati0 Bar°Pen

HAPPY HOURS — NOON - 7 p.m.
7 Days A Week

Welcome Back to our Full-time Day Bartender
JERRY'HICKS
August/September 1986-Gaze-11

Nashville
Joyce and Kellie
Do Nashville
by Joyce Russell and
Kellie China

Hi once again from
Music City! As we all
melt in the sweltering
summer heat, our long
standing drought con
tinues.
We've had plenty of
company visiting (we
love
company)
what
with Joyce's parents;
Patty and Melanie drop
ping in one weekend af
ter their extended tour
of Florida; Ruby and
Sandy coming to get away from the phones;
Thomas and Jack and
Jay, Preacher Paul and
Phillip,
Sammy
and
Paul, Julia and Linda,
Terri and Patsy, etc.
In any case, our lit
tle apartment is al
ways open to friends.
Which leads us to an
other house that is open to friends, Victor/
"Victoria's.

For

liberty

weekend — also known
as July 4th — A1 and
Tim, the owners
fed

over 400 people FREE.
Hot dogs, potato salad,
fresh fruit (excuse the
pun), and a veggie buf
fet were some of the
items on the menu. It
was quite a spread!
They hope to have their
new addition open soon
and will throw an even
bigger party. The occa
sion will include spe
cials on beer and set
ups and a prize give
away. Their last door
prize was a $400 VCR!
A1 also said he would
ut on yet another
east for Labor Day
(Sept. 1st); so put
your labor aside and
come to Nashville to
party. (Call us when
you get here.)
Even though Victor/
Victoria's is not a fan
cy show bar and lounge,
it is surely one of the
warmest.
The owners
meet you at the door
with a hello, sell you
ood COLD beer, and ofer you a good menu.
Krystal Carrington Col
by and CastO?) supply
the drag shows Wednes
day through Monday at 9
and 1. Talent shows are
held every Tuesday with

?

f

a
cash
prize,
and
there's FREE coffee 2
AM to 3 AM every
night.
Victor/Victoria's
111 8th Ave So
615 244-7256
3 Stars
Our next hot spot in
town is very special to
us. It is none other
than the MCC Nash
ville's Saturday eve
ning
mortgage
meal.
The menu changes week
ly, but for $5 you get
all you can eat and
drink without the al
coholic beverages.
The chefs change as
often as the menu, but
a few "exotic" meals
are "Spike's Surprise,"
"Kellie's Taco Salad Liberty Style," "Some
one's Spaghetti," and
"Miss
Melanie's
12
Oaks Party" which is
due September
20th.
This will be a southern
style dinner with ev
eryone

invited

to

at

tend in costume. At 5
there will be a showing
of
Gone
With
the
Wind, and dinner will
be from 7:30 to 8. It
will still only cost
$5. Everyone is invited
to attend. It should be
great fun with plenty
of food, fun, and fel
lowship.
Well, you get the
idea!
It is an inexpensive
way to begin your Sa
turday evening on the
town and help MCC pay
off their mortgage.
The crowd is predomi
nantly Gay and please,
women are welcome,
too. So come on girls,
let's out number the
men. There are games
to play afterwards, if
you aren't a bar per
son. And we understand
that Preacher Paul is
like an "Ace Trump" in
the hole.
MCC Nashville
Saturday Evening
Mortgage Meal
131 No 15th Ave
615 320-0288
4 Stars
Well folks, until
next
time,
this
is
Kellie and Joyce saying
... Yee haw!!!
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Bits and Pieces
by Landy & B.F.F.
Nashville's Gay community has been on the
move
since
summer
started as there have
been fundraisers for
Nashville Cares, a party for "Miss Liberty,"
and an anniversary party for two bar owners,
Pageants have also been
held for hot men and
talented female impersonators.
An anniversary party
was held at the spacious home of Warehouse 28 bar owners
Steve Smith and his
lover of ten grand
years, Michael Wilson.
Buddy Prince, a very
handsome gentleman and
gifted
piano
player,
provided soft sounds
from Michael's beautiful
antique
piano.
Guests enjoyed a cool
summer buffet provided
by Rick Kinsman.
After recovering from
this party, the 4th of
July started off with a
bang. Nashville's "Party"
was
hosted
by
Daryle Grenead and Tommy Lawson (Miss Minnie Squirrel) at their
new home in "South"
Nashville. Bar-B-Q and
beer were provided, but
all the guests really
enjoyed all the flavors
of cole slaws. While
the Statue of Liberty
(a
huge centerpiece)
was all aglow, a tall
handsome
stranger
dressed in a nice pair
of
madras
(pink
&
gray) shorts and a prep
py pink shirt caught
the eye of one of the
guests. His
bedroom
and soap opera eyes set
fireworks off.
Oh,
Rick!!!
McMinnville's
"Jackie O" (Miss Poo
dle
Skirt
'86) was
there along with Janice
"Miss
Fish" Britton.
Steve Smith and Mi
chael Lane of Ware
house 28 lead the vol
leyball teams to vic
tories
while
Nasty
Eloise Shucker was hus
band watching and spied
Randy Woods (a 100%
hunk) talking to Aunt
Samantha who showed up
so she could eat, eat,
eat, and talk, talk,
talk. Come to Nash
ville and see "Miss
Minnie" at The Crazy
Cowboy. Their summer
beer bashes are in pro
gress, so live it up!!!
The highlight of Gay
Pride Week in Nash-

ville was A Celebration Of Life," a gala
music and dance by
performance
artists
who care - dancers,
singers,
instrumentslists - all joined together in a special
benefit performance. It
was
truly a night to
remember.
People do
care
in
Nashville,
Warehouse 28 proudly
hosted this benefit along with a visit from
the Royal Danish BalSpecial thanks to
Mr. Marc Weber *or
bis fine buffet.
Pageants & Contests
Marshall Kemp is
0
, T Mr*
Warehouse 28. Paul Lawson, an employee of
J"e Chute, captured
the Mr. Gay USA Tennessee title; and Bill
James from the fun and
exciting Cloud 9 Disco
m
Athens,
Georgia
proudly won the Mr.
Gav USA Central South
title. These fine men
all won their titles at
Warehouse 28, and we
wish them much luck,
happiness, and success.
Look out again - Racine Scott from Atlanta
is the new Miss Continental
Tennessee;
Kelly Green from Nashville is the new Miss
Cotton Belle; and Miss
Stephanie Wells is the
first Miss Tennessee
Universe. Miss Tennessee Universe, the first

of many state prelim
inary
pageants,
was
held at Warehouse 28.
Although there were on4 entrants, all four
ladies were winners. It
was nice to see De Lady jacque and Lee Michaels of Skeeters in
Montgomery, Terri Livingston from Nashville
time),
and
Nashville's
Stephanie
wells.
Stephanie captured the hearts of the
audience,
and
she
showed all of us that
gj^g js talented and creative. Rick Camp, Mr.
Gay
America; Racine
Scott, Miss Continental
Tennessee; Blaze
Starr,
Miss
Gulf
coast; and Rita Ross,
Nashville's
Darling,
all on hand to
were
make this event hosted
by warehouse 28 very
successful. Watch for
other state preliminary
pageants as the "Big
0ne" for a crown ana
$5000 will be held (location to be announced)
on Memorial Day Weekend> May 20-24, 1987.
g0 there you have it.
^11 of us are heading
Montgomery on the
to
.
20th for the Mr. Dw
ieland
PVP^vone
*ers*
everyone
in
Memphis and at
George's, and a special
hello to Joyce Cobb.
Last word - Eddie Denson is the DJ of the
year for the state of
Tennessee - Warehouse
28!!!!

Vict
*V-fctoria's
111 8th Ave. North Nashville

(615) 244-7256
(Two Bars in One)

The Best Light Show in Nashville

SHOWS:
Wednesday thru Monday

9:00 • 11:00 • 1:00
Tuesday Night

TALENT NIGHT
Show Starts at 10:00 p.m.

Dance the night away
The oldest BAR in Nashville
Free Coffee from 2 a.m. 'til 3 a.m.

REVIEWS

"Wouldn't You Rather",
and "Hand Me Down My
Jogging Shoes," and the
inspirational
"Great
Peace March" and "Un
derground Railroad."
As Derk Richardson
states in the San Fran-

The festival was con
ceived by Roadwork,
Inc.,
a
community
based cultural arts or
ganization in Washing
ton, DC, dedicated to
promoting understanding
between people of different cultures through
the
expressions
of
women. The festival is
based on a strong belief
in
coalitionbuilding and the need
to stand fast against
dehumanizing
political
and economic systems,
As a result, Sisterfire
brings
together
a
multi-racial and crosscultural
display
of
women's talent,
Sisterfire! the alburn* is a testimony in
song and poetry to the
strength that lies in
these diverse women
who consider it a necessity to embrace each
other's
differences.
The album brings to-*
gether bluegrass and

street
singing ?
bal
lads, jazz, spirituals,
and gospel — music
that travels from the
coal mines of Kentucky
to the blood drenched
streets
of
South

The artists featured
are Sweet Honey In The
Rock,
Holly
Near,
lifts your spirits and
Cris Williamson, Ron
prods your conscience."
nie Gilbert, Jane Sapp,
And if that is not
Alexis DeVeaux, Alicia
enough to satisfy your
Partnoy,
Reel World
appetite, Redbe, it
wouldn't musical
Redwood Records con to
String Band, Amparo
wood
has
also
released
tinues to provide "must leave me alone!," said Sister fire!, the very
Ochoa,
Cathy
Fink,
have" selections from Hunter about her new first recording from a
Flora Molton, and Mov
both new and seasoned release.
ing Star Hall Singers.
women's music festiartists.
Harmony captures the val.
Sisterfire!,
the
Sisterfire! the
In the new artist refreshing diversity of album, is a live recordalbum, is a moving
category, Redwood an Hunter Davis as a per ing from the third antribute
to
women's
nounced the release of former, musician, and nual Sisterfire, a two
work and their love for
Hunter Davis' Harmo songwriter. Let Hunter day open-air festival
themselves
and
for
put
a
little of
ny. Produced by Terry Davis
those whose lives are
women's
culture
Garth waite,
Harmony Harmony in your life.
bound to theirs. Sister
held in Takoma Park,
On the other hand, Maryland (June 1984)
blends featured vocals
fire is a collective
by Holly Near, Teresa Redwood Records has re near Washington, DC.
anthem to proud and enTrull,
Ferron,
and leased an encore album As the nation's' only
during survivaL
Linda
Tillery
with reuniting Holly Near urban women's festiSo rush out and get
Ronnie
Gilbert, val, Sisterfire is a
Davis' alive, honest, and
one, two, or all three
and persuasive approach Singing With You.
celebration
and
an
and enjoy!
Near and Gilbert's affirmation of women's
to music. The result
is a delightful mixture first national tour in contributions to cul
of country, blues, and 1983 resulted in the ture around the world.
folk with a touch of award-winning LP Life The twelve artists and
jazz thrown in for line. That one record groups featured on the
spice.
could not contain the album capture the pow
favorites from
Harmony isn't just many
and passion genera
any kind of country/ their sold-out tour — er
by the eighty per
blues, it is Hunter Da Singing With You picks ted
who made the
vis' special brand of u^ where Lifeline left formers
festival such a moving
"Carolina Blues" that
experience.
Singing With You
reflect much of her
North Carolina heri once again brings to
tage. During live per gether the collective i " I f y o u have a sense of humor, or can rent or borrow one, you'll love -fc
formance, Davis contin wisdom of two gener £A THIRD STORY. What's it about? One of its characters says it best: Truth, •£
ually amazes audiences, ations and four decades
leaving them to wonder of the finest progres ^(Justice and the American Gay.'
how "such a big voice sive, contemporary f and
—Robin Tyler
can come out of such a folk music traditions
small person." Fresh, shared by Near and
Producer, Comic, Activist
versatile, and full 01 Gilbert. Blending the
surprises, Hunter's fi vibrancy and versatil
ery spirit glows bright ity that are Near's
trademarks, with the
ly on Harmony.
'Carole Taylor has a real gift for dialogue. " ^
Filled with the hon dynamic vocal presence
—Jay Sand rich
4
esty and directness of of Gilbert, this LP ex
Hunter Davis' songwrit- udes a powerful emo
Director: The Bill Cosby Show,
ing, "Harmony", the ti tive delivery, spark
Soap, The Mary Tyler Moore Show!
tle cut features strong ling with the grabbing
yet soothing vocals by vocal hooks of live per
Davis, Holly Near, and formances from 1983
a host of friends in and 1984 and new studio
ORDER TODAY
cluding author Armi- tracks sung solo and in
tandem.
Copies of A Third Story
stead Maupin.
$7.% ea.
Possessing "show tune
"Universal Stranger,"
_ postage <$ handling
a haunting, lyrical ac verve" the title cut
count of life as a musi "Singing With You" was
during the
cian on the road is recorded
_ Enclosed check or money order
HARP (Holly
highlighted with mov 1984
_ Charge my MASTERCARD/VISA
ing vocals by Hunter Near. Arlo Guthrie,
Acct. tt
and Ferron that are as Ronnie Gilbert, Pete
clear and exhilarating Seeger) concerts. "I
Cried"
—
a
haunting
as an evening breeze on
ballad, an upbeat "The
a cold winter night.
A gutsy reminiscence Right Time", the hu
"The
Kid's
of loneliness and lost morous
love, "Someone" stands Song" (written by Fer
Send coupon a payment to:
out as a high impact ron), "Medley", and
Lace Publications
blues tune reinforced "Lucky To Be Me" are
POB 10037 Denver CO 80210-0037
live
recordings
— allow 4-6 wwks (or delivery —
by
Hunter's
husky, all
the
original
powerful voice inter from
Lifeline
Tour.
Six
10%
of
Authors
profits will be donated to
twined with the gospelAIDS research and to benefit AIDS patients.
inspired
vocals
of brand new tunes record
ed this spring include
Linda Tillery.
tongue-in-cheek,
"This album wanted the

Redwood Records
Summer Choices

cisco
Bay
Guardian,
"Singing
With
You
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Herpes Zoster (Shingles)
and Chicken Pox

Health/AIDS
by Harvey Thompson MD
Gay men and women
are having to learn a
lot of medicine these
days. One of the con
fusing topics for them
has been herpes zoster
or shingles.
Most people have heard
of it. Usually shingles
has occurred in a grand
parent or older rela
tive. In fact, the most
common
predisposing
factor for herpes zos
ter has always been
age. The attack rate
rises with each passing
decade.
In the past few years
though, shingles has
been occurring more fre
quently than one would
expect in the young Gay
male population. It is
probably a reflection
of immune deficiency
from HTLV-III virus.
Because of its medi
cal name, herpes zos
ter, it has become con
fused with herpes sim
plex, the cold-sore and

genital
virus.
They
both belong to the her
pes family of viruses
along with Epstein-Barr
(mono) and cytomegalo
virus (CM V).
But shingles and her
pes are two distinct
diseases.
Shingles is
caused by the chicken
pox virus. This virus
is
called
varicella
when it erupts as chic
ken pox, herpes zoster
then reappears as shin
gles. One virus with
two manifestations.
Everyone who has her
pes zoster or shingles
has also had chicken
pox in the past. The
virus just went under
ground in the nerve
body years before. No
one is too certain just
what triggers its reeruption, but a waning
immune system is sus
pected. And that is why
it's becoming more com
mon among Gay men.
Usually shingles is
just a "nuisance dis
ease" and self-limited,
clearing
in
a
few
weeks. Typically a pa
tient comes in com
plaining of a stinging
sharp pain across one

Our next Aid to End AIDS
Committee meeting
will be

Sunday, August 10
3:00 PM

The Red Cross
1400 Central Ave

JOIN US!
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One Virus - Two Diseases

side of his trunk. It
might even be too early
to see the rash that
will develop a day or
two later.
Without
that rash, the diagnosis could be confused
with a heart attack,
peptic ulcer, or biliary disease. The diagnosis becomes obvious
when the blisters form
along the course of the
painful nerve root.
In Latin, cingulum
means
"belt." Somehow, this Latin word
degenerated into "shingles." Actually though,
it is only half a belt
since the lesions stay
on one side and do not
cross the midline.
Usually shingles begin
posteriorly and move
around the sides toward
the front. The thoracic
nerves of the trunk are
most
commonly
in
volved (50%); but the
cranial, cervical, or
lumbar area can be in
fected instead.
New crops appear over
the first few days, and
then crusts form that
can last up to a month.

as chicken pox. The le- mon though that AIDS
sions of shingles have patients have a history
been a source of chic- of shingles in their
ken pox epidemics. For- recent past. It is antunately, almost every- other of the opportuone (90%) has already nistic infections they
had the infection as a are susceptible to.
child. For the nonIt also needs to be
immune adult, chicken emphasized that a few
pox can be a severe dis- vesicles (5 to 20) may
ease
with
pneumonia even occur outside the
and
encephalitis
as nerve
root
distribupossible complications, tion. This should not
These high risk, non- cause concern for disimmune
individuals semination and can be
should stay away from normal.
Unfortunately
someone with herpes ® few years ago, a pat|e,nt ^as ,,1, probzoster.
fl
Herpes zoster does not bly had AIDS because
make a diagnosis of °f scattered blistering
AIDS. It is not uncom- outside the nerve root,

from just 2 to 3 blis
ters to large ugly con
fluent
patches
that
look like the top layer
of the skin was torn
up. There can be signi
f leant scarring. Shin
gles can also leave be
hind weeks of severe
pain even after the
eruptions clear. This
"post-herpetic neural
gia" seems to correlate
with the severity of
the initial eruption.
Early in the course of
shingles when the le
sions are fluid-filled,
cool compresses of Bur
row's Solution are help
ful or soothing lotions
like Calamine.
Once
the crusts have formed,
an antibiotic ointment
might help healing, and
a local anesthetic re
lieves the pain.
As you know, acylovir
is a fairly good oral
treatment for herpes
simplex, the cold-sore
and genital herpes vi
rus. But again, herpes
zoster is not the same
virus; it is much less
sensitive to the medi
cation.
Acylovir is
probably not going to
help the average case
of shingles.
Shingles can be spread
to susceptible others

1462 Poplar at McNeil
Memphis, Tennessee 38104
(901) 274-3550

The

severity

can vary

MCMPH-IS
CCNTCR FOR
REPRODUCING

HCAim

Non-profit Feminist Health Clinic
Offering A Full Range of Gynecological Care

Allen Cook

John Stilwell

(901) 454-1411
3050 Chisca Avenue
Memphis, TN 38111

Printing and MORE ...
Printers Ink offers
Typesetting
Layout
Artwork
Printing
Mailing Services
and
Mailing List Management
All at Reasonable Prices
Call for a Free Consultation and Estimate
(901) 454-1411

Confronting AFRAIDS

thing went like clock
work and everything
worked."

Ribavirin Price
HTLV-III Transmission Studies
Tripled
r
The lack of a specific treatment of AIDS.
Costa Mesa, CA - The
combined with extensive publicity, has caused
many individuals to worry unnecessarily and Documentation of AIDS
question
their
physicians
about
possible Issues and Research
transmission
via
casual
contact.
Numerous Foundation (DAIR) has
studies of the disease epidemiology confirm that revealed that the price
HTLV-III transmission is occuring ONLY via of anti-viral Ribavarin
has been tripled by its
these methods:
manufacturer.
1. sexual contact
ICN Pharmaceuticals
2. pre- & peri-natal exposures
raised the price from
3. injected quantity of blood
$6.95 to $20.50 for a
Transmission is not occuring through fomites, box of 12 capsules,
food, or casual contact. A summary of the studies bringing the per month
which
provide supporting evidence for this cost to about $300.
Ribavarin is one of the
statement are found below:
FAMILY STUDIES: No spread of the virus has few available treat
occured within families after several years of ments for AIDS and
daily intimate contact with a virus positive ARC with substantial
credibility among medi
family member (unless a sexual partner).
HISTORY OF 18,000+ AIDS PATIENTS: Most cal researchers and is
carried the virus three to four years prior to thought to be used le
their diagnosis. They were not able to transmit gally by 3-10,000 peo
the
virus to family, friends, co-workers, ple in the U.S.
Since it is not li
schoolmates, heath care workers, etc. by means
censed in the U.S., its
other than the three ways mentioned above.
HISTORY OF PERSONS TESTING HTLV-III costs are not covered
POSITIVE: None of their longtime casual or by insurance plans or
The FDA
close friends, family, or contacts have been Medicaid.
does, however, allow
infected, unless exposed above.
from
NEW YORK INVESTIGATION OF 7000+ CASES: its importation
After thorough interviews, those not belonging to Mexico for use by indi
known risk groups comprise less than 1% of the viduals.
total. That was true 5 years ago and remains so.
This would be impossible if any casual contact Immune System
spread were occuring.
EXPERIENCE IN SAN FRANCISCO GENERAL AND Restored
Paris — American re
BELLEVUE
HOSPITALS: In
spite of
daily
exposures of health care employees to hundreds of searchers at the recent
virus positive patients (many of whom were international AIDS con
unknown and therefore not placed under special ference revealed that
precautions), the HTLV-III virus is not being for the first time, an
transmitted to employees through nursing care, immune system severe
surgery, hospital equipment, waste, body fluids, ly damaged by AIDS has
been restored.
diagnostic samples, or any other methods.
Although the scien
HEALTH
CARE
WORKERS
WITH
AIDS:
urged
caution,
Essentially all acknowledge high risk activity tists
they view the results
outside of their employment.
STABLE EPIDEMIOLOGY: In the seven years as a crucial first step
since the recognition of viral spread, the methods in development of longof transmission and the relative numbers of cases term therapy for AIDS
belonging to each risk group have remained patients.
The researchers told
remarkably stable and predictable. This could not
have occured if there were any other means of the conference, they
had used a combination
ENVIRONMENTAL INSTABILITY OF THE VIRUS: of bone marrow trans
Except in untreated blood products, the virus has plants, injections of
been unable to survive and produce infection lymphocytes, and a new
The
through environmental surfaces, etc. It is easily anti-viral drug.
killed by adverse physical conditions, chemicals, bone marrow was trans
etc. Thus, insideous spread does not occur (as it planted from the pa
tient's twin.
does for Hepatitis B virus, for example.)
Dr. Anthony Fauci,
head
of the National
the
Tennessee
Communicable
[Reprinted from
Institute of
Allergy
Disease Bulletin]
and Infectious Disease
The tests will use a in
Bethesda,
MD.,
Chimps to
protein from the outer stressed the therapy
;
.
coating of the AIDS had worked for only one
lest Vaccine
virus, according to an patient so far, and the
AP report, with chimps apparent recovery had
later receiving a dose been in progress only
AIDS vaccine testing of the AIDS virus,
10 months.
will begin shortly in
Dr. George Galasso of
Nevertheless, he in
several labs around the the National Institutes dicated that the one
country. If successful, 0f Health says if the successful case was sig
it could lead to vac- vaccine can Be tested nificant in that it was
cine tests on humans as in humans by 1988, "a the first time the prog
early as 1988, accord- couple of years after ress of AIDS had been
ing to The Weekly that, you could have a halted and the immune
News.
vaccine — if every- system restored. "It is

an important step in
the
direction of a
treatment,"
Fauci
said, "but by no means
a breakthrough."
One difficulty in
bone
marrow
trans
plants is the close
tissue
matching
re
quired between the re
cipient and the donor.

5.9% Military
Recruits Positive

Suramin Tests
Dropped - Side
Effects Noted

Washington — Of the
458 recruits who have
tested
positive
to
HTLV-III antibodies as
of May, 27 (5.9%) were
women. Results for the
first six months of the
testing program were
very similar to the resuits released after
three months. The rate
of positive testing was
one in 1.500 overall
and much higher among
individuals
over age

Washington — Tests
of the anti-viral drug
suramin
have
been
dropped by the National
Cancer
Institute be
cause of toxic side ef
fects. Dr. Robert Gallo, credited with dis
covering the AIDS vi
rus, said, "it
was
toxic, so we dropped
it." Gallo also pointed
out that no improve
ment was seen in the
patients receiving the
drug. He said he will
continue testing of an
other drug, azidothymidine.
Other drugs
are being testing by
other researchers around the world.

The Deputy Comman
der of the Army Re
search and Development
Command told Confress
that mandatory testing
of all recruits will
provide valuable medi
cal data.
Brig. Gen.
Philip Russell said the
armed forces "represent
a cross-section or heal
thy young adults of
heterosexual
orienta
tion."
Tests on those re
cruits could lead to
determining what per
centage or those infec
ted with the virus can
be expected to actually
develop the disease,
Russell said.

26.

Behind the
masks..
. . .y o u m a y h a v e m o r e
questions than answers

Sometimes talking can help. A group
of Gay men and women have formed
an informal rap/support group to ex
pand our knowledge of ourselves.
Meetings are currently being held as
part of the Memphis Gay Coalition
meetings on the first and third Mon
days of each month in the Library
atPeabodyand McLean. For more
information, call 454-1411.

GayRap
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Life As A Gay Teen
It Ain't Like the Waltons
by E.C.
Take this simple test
=>«•
^
and check your «...
Gay-Q.
If you are a Gay teen:
A. Most adult Gays are
afraid to touch you
with a ten-foot pole.
B. You can be put in a
mental institution against your will.
C. You live in fear,
anger,
and/or selfdoubt a great deal of
the time.
D. All of the above.
It can be a rough life
for the Gay teen. They
have all the problems
of other adolescents
plus more. A major concern is, "Where can I
go for support?" Gay
teens know there must
be others like them,
But how can they make
contact?
Then there is the is
sue of parents. Parents
come in two varieties:
those teens can come
out to and those they
can't. Most people, not
just teens, would like
to live openly. Some
times the desire to be
honest overcomes com
mon sense tin the case
of the latter type par
ent).
Or, sometimes

book,
Lesbian/Woman,
that
Gay
adults
and
mot
VJay
ouuits
tmu
Gay organizations
freorgan
.
.being
.
quently
fear
charged with "contributing to the delinquency of a minor" if
they deal with minors.
They also state that,
"Most
authorities in
the field of child behavior are agreed that
the sexual pattern of a
person is set somewhere between the ages
of two and eight. Once
set, the probability of
total change is nil."
if this statement is
true,
then
obviously
adult Gays aren't going
to be able to talk teenagers into "being Gay."
Wen, what about seduction? Teens face pres-

sure to have sex from
straights
some adult
UUUll sireuguia
and some adult Gays,
Thig

igsue

ghould

not

be confused with the
issue
of
responsible
adult Gays counseling
n
iL and3 allowing
.11
Gay
youth
them to attend Gay
dances and other social
functions.
Contact
Gay people can basically be divided into
two camps (no pun intended): those who knew
they were Gay as teens
and those who didn't,
One out of every ten
teens is Gay, but many
of them won't acknowledge or realize it until their adult years,
This
fact makes it
even harder for Gay

teens to make contact
with others like themselves.
If a student is lucky
enough to find other
Gay teens to date, then
the problem arises of
"how open should we
be?'
— • "Should
:—, we or can
we conceal the relationship?" One famous high
school student who got
tired of
hiding his
lifestyle 1 is
Aaron
X?ni/kl/A
J ~ hisFricke, TAT
who —~
made
tory in 1980 by suing
his" school fo"r the
right to take a male
date to the high school
prom.
This isn't to say that
making contact is impossible or that life
as a Gay teen is all
oaa.
bad. it
It just taxes
takes a
—
bit more •ingenuity.
Joanna (all names used
herein except those of
authors
or
national
figures are pseudonyms)
knew she was Gay at an
early age. She says, "I

and a Gay guy friend
carried on a fake romance all through our
high
school
years,
Sometimes
we
even
double-dated with other
Gay 'couples.' We were
double-dating all right
- 5."
girl/girl,
° 7 boy/boy."
"i „
Other Gay teens form
cliques or groups for
support or camouflage,
There is even the curious phenomena of Gay
i
teens who group to
gether in high school
gethe
but don't come out until they are adults.
Gerry, who came out in
his
early
twenties,
says, "I had a group of
dear
friends
all
through high school. We
stayed in the same
area, Dut
but aiter
after gr
graduation we neverP peally
r<
I
kept in touch. After
Aft
gan |going
came out,, I began
to a local Gay bar.
One night I walked in,
continued on page 19

Country Western

§ C J M£

parents
find
out
through
indiscretions,
informers, and some
times they just know.
Parents can, with the
help of an amenable cer
tifying specialist, in
stitutionalize underage
teens. If teens run away, even to escape a
miserable
homelife,
they can be arrested
and jailed as juvenile
delinquents. Then, of
course,
parents
can
just kick teens out.
Even if teens have un
derstanding parents or
have kept their Gayness
from nonunderstanding
parents; they've got to
deal with the straight
world.
High schools are no
toriously hard on kids
who are "different."
Mark Holmes, in One
Teenager
In
Ten,
quotes a friend who
"once compared being
Gay in high school to
the experience of wet
ting your pants in the
second grade. 'Everyone
moves away from you.'"
Gay Support
Del Martin and Phyl
lis Lyon, founders of
D.O.B., state in their
16-Gaze-August/September 1986

GAY-HO
SHOW
Sunday, August 17th — 7:00 PM
(Corral Open 6:00 PM)
at

THE PENDULUM
92 North Avalon

Produced, Directed, & Choreographed
by

John Denny — David Wiley — Matt Presley

$3 Cover
ALL Proceeds to fund the newly proposed
Gay Community Center
Cowboy Productions"

39 Religion
The Meaning of Humble
by Steven Quesnel
"Draw near to God,
and God will draw near
to you. Humble your
selves before God, and
God will exalt you."
(James 4:8a, 10) This,
one of the standard
calls to worship, con
tains some advice that,
like all advice, brings
comfort to some, some
times, and frightens
some, sometimes.
Do we presume to in
fluence God by our ac
tions and attitudes? Do
we think that we can
change what God is up
to? No, what the verses
are actually saying is:
"Prepare yourselves to
be in God's presence,
in order that you may
know that Presence."
The entire passage is
surrounded by exhorta
tions to "clean hands
and purify hearts so
that God will be made
known to you, listen to
you, and do for you. Be
upstanding,
honest,
open, and willing." God
doesn't need to hear or
see us do the prepar
atory work. The Almigh
ty already knows what
we have or have not
done. But we, in order
to enter into the right
relationship with God,
need to be aware of the
things that get in the
way of such a relation
ship and do whatever is
necessary to make our
selves free of
the
doubt,
fear,
anger,
guilt, and resentment
caused by them. This
is how we "draw near to
God" so that the Holy
Presence can be made
known to us.
It is a hard thing for
us to face all the
things that we may
have done or failed to
do, and to accept the
responsibilities
for
and consequences of our
actions.
We tend to
gloss over many things,
attempt to place blame
elsewhere, excuse our
selves on the basis
that we don't want to
hurt others or that|
some things are really
not our business ("I
don't
want
to
get
involved.").
We hurt
when we attempt to

deal with some things,
and don't want to or
think we can't deal
with the hurt. Our an
ger, fea r, r esentment,
and guilt become turned
inward and surge over
us, drowning all our
good resolve, producing
a feeling of un worth.
Yet, we must deal with
those things that we
allow to produce these
feelings within us in
order to have the abun
dant life promised us
(John
10:10),
given
freely by God.
The second portion of
this call produces some
more problems because
of the use of the word
"humble." We, in the
western part of the
world at least, are
taught from the cradle
to strive to be "Num
ber One," to own no
weakness, to reach for
worldly power and glory
(and all their ameni
ties), to be anything
but humble before any
body (a sign of weak
ness), to see ourselves
as rulers of the uni
verse. We have difficul

ty finding room for hu
mility.
The difficulties we
have here stem from
the
connotations
we
place on the words "hum
and
"humility."
ble"
The American Heritage
Dictionary (1976)
de
fines humble: "1) Hav
ing or showing feelings
of humility rather than
pride; aware of one's
shortcomings;
modest;
meek. 2) Showing defe
rential respect.
3)
Lacking high station;
lowly;
unpretentious."
As a verb: "1) To cur
tail or destroy the
pride of; to humiliate.
2) To give a lower con
dition or station to;
to abase; to humili
ate." The same diction
ary defines humility:
"l) The quality or con
dition of being humble;
lack of pride; modesty.
2) (usually plural) An
act of modesty, submis
sion, or self-abase
ment."
Notice the recurrence
of the word "pride."
Nowhere are we told
that we are to be
ashamed of our accom
plishments.
In many
places we are told to
be aware of from Whom
they come. What have
we of which to be
proud? Position, world
ly goods (we can't get
along without them),
money, good looks, be
ing the center of at
traction? From where

do the strength, wit,
endurance, and patience
come? What about our
minds? What about the
reality of our relation
ships with others and
with God? What about
the things that make us
children of God
sisters and brothers?
What about being made
in God's image? What
about the love Jesus
mentions in John 15?
The love he showed, and
still shows, for us
even in our pride and
our
self-sufficiency?
What about the very
breath of life?
I belong to a selfand mutual-help organi
zation that bases a ma
jor portion of its re
covery program on humi
lity.
There, humility
is defined, most gene
rally, as being open to
and dependent upon the
will of God. We put
aside pride in selfaccomplishment and ask
the God of our under
standing to take our
lives and wills and do
with them as that God
sees fit.
Problems,
fears, angers, guilt,
and resentment are all
given to God. The fu
ture, our well-being,
and our recovery lie
there. To do this does
not mean that we sit
idly by and wait for
God to perform the re
quisite miracle.
What this "turning it
over to God" means is

that we hold ourselves
available, open, and
ready for the action of
God, directly through
the Holy Spirit or
through human agency,
to enter our lives and
lead us where we must
o. We have to be open
or that leading, for
the signs to follow.
But we have to supply
the motive power and
continue
to do the
things necessary for
day-to-day living, to
move forward
while
leaving the steering to
God. This does not
mean that we're per
fect or that we always
accept readily what God
has in mind or store
for us. We are human
and sometimes mistake
what we want for what
God wills. But we soon
know when we have made
a mistake. Then we ad
mit we were wrong and
accept the course laid
out for us, surrender
ing to God and his
Holy Will.
To be humble, to have
humility, means to re
member who we are in
our relationships with
our Creator, from whom
all our blessings come,
and where we are in our
relationship to our ul
timate goal — to be as
near to the ideal of
perfection as we can be
at any given moment,
but never quite there.

?

continued on page 19

Get Involved!
Memphis Gay PAC

(Political Action Committee)

Sunday
August 24
For More Information
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Jai-Alai
Palace,
Key
Largo, Metrozoo, Or
ange Bowl, Seaquarium.
Vizcaya, University of
Miami, and the nearby
Everglades
National
Park.
Don't
overlook
the laid-back ambiance
of village life in Coco
nut Grove or the hunks
displaying their
sun
tanned, muscular bodies
by Bob Damron
The liberated Gay per at Virginia Beach.
The Miami bar scene
son must be defiant,
The 'hot1 TV series, while
still
treading has changed radically
Miami
Vice,
has very carefully.
over
the
last
few
brought a new pride and
The twin lures of sun years. Uncle Charlie's
awareness to the city, and luxury attract mil at 3673 Bird Road is
which had been lacking lions of tourists annu the top disco for men,
for
several
years. ally;
and
whether while Horizons at 2054
Still, all that glit you're the mink or bi N.W. 23rd Avenue is
ters is not gold on the kini type, you'll find the late night dance
that
doesn't
fabled sun coast! Eco your niche here along palace
nomics, politics, and a Florida's
"Gold even get crowded until
Miami
Inter the wee hours of the
soaring
crime
rate Coast."
still erode the good national Airport is the the
morning.
Karlelife and elusive plea gateway to Latin Ameri man's closed and moved
sures. Dade County's ca and the Caribbe- into a great new build
million or so inhabi an...serving some forty ing at 1060 N.E. 79th
so
foreign coun- Street. The new name
tants are an unwieldy or
combination
of
local tries...not
to
mention is Club Milord, and it
fabulous Key West. Vis has disco dancing and
Southern Baptists, re
Other
tired sun-seeking New itors to the tropical entertainment.
Yorkers, and transplan showcase many want to discos are Mixers at
ted
Latino
refugees. see Hialeah Racetrack, 2490 S.W. 17th Avenue

$JL
ISTB Travel
ni!

Doing America With
Bob Damron — Miami

WE'RE A LITTLE BIT

which
attracts
both
men and women and the
Waterfront
at
3615
South
River
Drive
N.W.
which
gets
a
young Latino crowd.
Downtown Miami's on
ly remaining bar is the
Double R at 1001 N.E.
2nd Avenue, the closest
thing to a macho cruise
bar in town. It at
tracts
whatever
Levi
and western jocks are
around, but closes at 1
am on weekdays and 2
am on weekends - much
earlier than many near
by bars which are open
until 5 or 6 am. Prob
ably the most exciting
bar
in
Miami
is
Cheers ? located about
six
miles
south
of
downtown at 5922 South
Dixie Highway. It has
great video and a Sun
day T-dance. Neighbor
hood bars include the
Hole (some S&M), Lep
rechaun (cruisy), and
Gregory's (piano bar).
For the first time in
a number of years, life
is
stirring again
in
Miami
Beach.
The
Boardwalk at 17008 Col
lins Avenue is a pop
ular show bar, especial
ly with Cubans. The
Sea Gull is trying to
be the super complex
that replaced the fa
bled Marlin Beach Ho
tel in Fort Lauderdale.
They
offer
cheap
rooms, disco, leather
bar, cafe, and pool.
Good luck. The beach
can use it, if it makes
it.
For Gay dining, try
the
Cactus,
Hattie's
Place, or
Olde
Key
West.
For
excellent,
if very expensive din
ing, I like Cafe Chauveron, Chez Vendome,
Depot,
Forge,
Hora
tio's,
Marcella's.
Prince
Hamlet,
and
Raimondo. "Little Ha
vana" has many good
Spanish-styled restau
rants such as Centro

Vasco and El Baturro,
where the flavors and
aromas tempt your sen
ses
without
putting
your credit card over
the limit.
The Club Body Center
& Gym Miami at 2991
Coral Way is very pop
ular. I usually stay at
the Holiday Inn at 2500
Brickell. This is just
off 1-95 and the Rickenbacker
Causeway,
which is about as cen
trally located as you
can get
in auto
oriented greater
Mia
mi. While here, pick
up a copy of The Week
ly News, one of Ameri
ca's best Gay newspa
pers. For books, try
the Grove Bookworm,
Lambda Passages, Biscayne Books, or Tom
Cat at the Pussycat.
From the glamorous fa
cade of Miami Beach's
faded hotels through
the Black and Latin
ghettos
to
Million
aire's Row on Key Biscayne, the area is a
study in dramatic con
trasts.
Miami
is
a
great city and has the
natural assets and re
sources to survive ad
versity. The Seminoles
have an old saying that
"hurricanes pass quick
ly, and then the sun
comes shining through."
Here's to a sunny, hot,
and tranquil Miami.
(For
more detailed
information, pick up a
copy of the Bob Damron
Aaaress
Book
'87 America's foremost tra
vel guide - available
at most better bars,
baths, and book stores
throughout America. Or
send $14 for your copy,
which includes packing
and shipping, to Bob
Damron
Enterprises,
Inc.; P.O. Box 14-077;
San
Francisco,
CA
94114. Also
available
is
the
Spartacus in
ternational
Gay guide
at $25.)

...WHEN IT COMES TO DELIVERING
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Religion
continued from page 17

trick-or-treating,
to
her great displeasure.
Years later I learned
continued from ]
she was a Lesbian, bare
How she
and there were all my ly closeted.
friends. I said,
'Oh must have feared seeing
my God, not you too!' us...All of us, Gay as
Now we do things to geese, inexpressably."
Teachers & Counselors
gether constantly. It's
Ms. Grahn's
story
really unbelievable."
brings up another point
Judy Grahn, in Another
concern
to
Gay
Mother Tongue, writes of
that she banded togeth teens. Should they or
should
they not ap
er, also unknowingly,
with other Gay youth. proach teachers they
suspect or know are
She states, "Although
Gay? Most Gay teachers
we had no names for
ourselves and no gen aren't sure how to han
uine awareness of what dle a Gay teen seeking
made us similar, we advice. In the average
school, Gay teachers
were
bascially
quite
generally have to be
queer,
together
with
one
'fag hag' as I closeted or risk losing
their
jobs. They may
would much later learn
be afraid that if they
to tag her."
admit
being
Gay
or
She also goes on to
give advice as one Gay
tell of celebrating Hal
to another, that the
loween one night with
teen will be indiscrete
her friends. "We enand
there
go
their
ded...by going to the
jobs.
art teacher's house and

Gay Teens

It means that we re
cognize and accept our
powerlessness
without
God over the things
around us, and that we
deal
with
the
only
things over which we
have any power — our
selves and our correct
relationship to others
and to God. To be hum
ble is not to count the
cost but to do the work
and the Word. It is to
see all others as our
equals or betters. To
be humble is to be
God's person, not our
own; to do all things
as if they were God's;
to love all things and
all persons as crea
tures of God; to re
joice and weep with
others; to be not envi
ous, covetous, or judge
mental.
To be humble is to
surrender
our
selfpride in our own suf
ficiency, to allow our
selves to be led in
right paths, to be un
afraid to say we are
wrong, that we have
wronged. To be humble
is to recognize that we
are
nothing
without
God, God's permission,
and God's leading; to
acknowledge that we are
children of God, made
in God's image; and to
be able to see our
faults and weaknesses
and admit their exis
tence. It says not a
thing about being bet
ter or worse than any
one else. We ask for
giveness for our faults
and weaknesses, our lap
ses; and forgive those
in others. It says no
thing about what we
have or do not have,
except as they come
from God. To be hum
ble is to accept them
as God's gift and will,
and to do the best we
can to make the prom
ise contained in them
into meaningful truths
and
realities in our
progress to God. It is
to say "Thank you God"
for all things, whether
we want them, appre
ciate them, understand
them, or know their
meanings. It is to see
what we can do here and
now, and to do that
with no thought for our
own agrandizement. It
is to see, think, and
dream on a global, uni
versal scale; but to
begin and do locally.
To be humble is to
say with Isaiah (Isaiah
6:8-9):
"Here
am I
God. Send me."

School
counselors,
too. are an iffy pro
position.
There
are
good
counselors
and
there are bad. Gay coun
selors are in the same
position as Gay teach
ers. Teens who are un
der a lot of pressure
and need to talk may
make the mistake of go
ing to a counselor who
is
unsympathetic
and
will not keep confiden
ces, disregarding the
professional ethics of
the job.
Or, worse,
s/he may try to talk
teens
into
getting
"cured" since they are
"sick."
The Cure
"I was recently dis
charged from a state
hospital. I was admit
ted two years ago by
my parents because I
was a Lesbian," says
Karen
in Our
Right
To
Love. She
came out to her parents

at the age of 14 and
spent the years until
she became legally of
age in ten private in
stitutions as well as
the state hospital. She
writes, "Now I'm not a
minor.
My
mother
would have to go to
court and prove that
I'm incapable of hand
ling
myself
if
she
wanted to recommit me
now."
Options
What are some options
for Gay teens in Mem
phis?
First, there is the
Gay Switchboard (7264299 - 7:30 to 11:30
nightly). This helpline
is a good place to
start for finding out
what services are avail
able and what activi
ties are taking place.
Second, there is a rap
group which generally
continued on page 20
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Quick Clips
by Allen Cook

ATEAC is preparing
1000 safe sex kits for
general
distribution.
The envelopes contain
one condom; a single
use sample packet or
Astroglide, a lubricant
generously donated by
the Astro-Lube compa
ny; and a safe-sex bro
chure. ATEAC board
members voted to make
these available to the
community for free in
appreciation for their
support of the Commit
tee.
*****

Check out the new bar
in J-Wag's.
Their
"quiet" lounge has been
outfitted with a bar
and will be open nights
and weekends. It will
also be for rent for
$35 for four hours —
complete with bartend
er. Does one get to
choose which bartend
er??
*****

ly been telling Gays
that they'll go to Hell
anyway.
*****

Nashville CARES is
planning a training ses
sion for people with
AIDS. See the article
on page 11 for details.
*****
ATEAC is looking for
housing. I f anyone out
there owns a house or
apartment which could
be used for an AIDS pa
tient, let Tommy Stew
art know. Reasonable
rent
will
be
paid.
Right now there are at
least two people who
could use it.

Wray for letting so
many groups use the
Pendulum
on Sunday
afternoons. It's
the
regular place for Aphro
dite's shows, but Au
gust also brings the
Gay-Ho Show (old tim
ers will remember a
previous show with the
same name) to benefit
the newly established
Gay Community Center
Fund.

lone. Talk about spe
cific.
I've
already
talked to my barber
about perming my tou
pee and my plastic sureon about a tummy
uck and a face lift.
Honey,
I've
always
wanted to go to art
*****
Check out the MAJOR school. *****
classified ad on page
22. It's
worth the
price of the paper a-

Miss Astor (Vincent)
will be performing a
reading of Carole Tay
lor's "A Sissy Story"
(published in the last
issue of Gaze) at the
upcoming Gay-Ho Show
August ??.

GEORGE'5
MISS DIXIE
CONTINENTAL PAGENT
August 7 — 8

*****

Are the Queen's Men
still alive? Last we
heard was their PO box
was closed and corres
pondence
was
going
unforwarded.

f

(Miss Continental USA Regional Preliminary)

$1000 CASH & Prizes*
* based on a field of 10 contestants

*****

Carole Taylor's book
A Third Story is being
received well around
town. It is now avail
able at Men of Leather
and The Book Cottage.
10% of the proceeds
goes to help AIDS
victims.

The owners of An
other
Bar
have
apparently acquired The
Midtown
Cafe
(1351
******
Autumn). Do we see an
other
liquor-by-theThis heat has just
drink bar on the hori been too much. Haven't
zon?
seen so many Speedos
*****
at Enid, Sardis & Blue
Adrian Rogers will Lakes in a long time.
*****
probably love the new
Inferno. He's essential
Thanks to Sharon

Gay Teens
continued from page 19
meets at the Memphis 10°H.
Gay
Coalition
meetAnother
excellent
ings. Call the Switch- source of books is "The
board for the time and Whole Gay Catalog" put
place.
out by Lambda Rising,
Many excellent books the world's largest Gay
are on the market for bookstore. They have
teens. These include: several
sections
of
Young, Gay, And Proud, books
especially for
Sasha Alyson, ed.; One teens. Catalogs are disTeenager In Ten: Wri- cretely wrapped. Send
tings By Gay And Les- $2 to 1625 Connecticut
bian Youth, Ann Her- Ave., N.W., Washingon,
ed.;
Reflections ton, D.C. 20009.
Of A Rock Lobster: A The services and books
Story About Growing Up listed are good first
Gay, Aaron Fricke; and steps in helping teens
Rubyfruit Jungle, Rita begin to think of themMae Brown. Try the selves positively and
Book Cottage or Davis- deal with the problems
Kidd. (Or see below.)
that
are
uniquely
The National
Gay theirs. If you are an
Task Force has several adult reading this, re
that
some
publications and pam member
phlets especially for times the best helps of
list all are simply those of
teens.
For
Fifth having a listening ear
write: NGTF,
Ave., New York, NY and being a friend.
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REGULAR HOURS
Fri. & Sat. 8-3

Wednesday 8-3
$3 Beer Bust 8-11

$4 Beer Bust 8-11

TALENT NIGHT

Reg. Show at 11
Sun. 5-Midnight
$3 Beer Bust 5-9

Show at 9

REGULAR CAST MEMBERS

Michelle Marie
Melissa Mason
CoCo Vega

Sable Starr
Raquel Collins
Wendy Rochelle

LABOR DAY WEEKEND
SPECIAL SHOW
August 31
$3 Beer Bust 5-9

Memphis

AIDS Teen Brochure Successful

of AIDS. Cor
A four-fold brochure bout its methods of knowledge
rect scores increased
designed by the Aid to transmission.
The brochure was re in some cases by 60%.
End AIDS Committee
ATEAC and the Red
in cooperation with the leased at a national Cross solicited com
Memphis Chapter of Red Cross gathering in ments about the bro
the
American
Red June. Since then, or chure which will lead
Cross has been enthu- ders from 5 regional to a revision in early
siasticly received by chapters have been re August. That revised
Red
Cross chapters ceived. ATEAC plans to edition will then be
across
the
United make camera-ready me made available more ex
chanicals available for
do a lot more than just States.
tensively nationwide.
chapters to reproduce.
Written
and
designed
The Red Cross has
collect money.
Testing of the first
Allen
Cook
of
For many years, Aph by
of the brochure indicated it will use
rodite
maintained
an ATEAC, the brochure is version
was made in July on the brochure in public
titled
"What
Every
emergency loan fund for Teenager Should Know two groups of teens. and
private
school
those Gay men and
AIDS." Its pur The groups were pre health presentations on
women who found them About
an ongoing basis.
tested,
given
the
bro
pose
is
to
reduce
fears
selves in dire straits.
chure to read, and then
It's little known, but about the disease and tested again on their
without Aphrodite's sup provide information aport, the annual River
Ride would not have
been annual for long.
Strapped for money to
secure the boat, the
Citing unfavorable rul $100 donation from the voter registration, and
Memphis Gay Coalition ings from the Supreme Memphis Gay Coalition make contributions to
borrowed front money Court on sodomy and provided seed money for sympathetic candidates.
Bray stressed the group
for several years to the Justice Department the group.
keep the event going.
The PAC plans to is bi-partisan and en
on
AIDS discrimina
When Gay men were tion, a group of Mem- raise money to support courages people of all
persuasions
discouraged from giving phians have formed the candidates for office political
blood, Aphrodite estab Memphis Gay and Les who are supportive of to participate.
A third organizational
lished an account at bian
Political
Action Gay rights and who may meeting
has been set
Lifeblood to cover Gay Committee to address be able to influence
men and women in need the issues.
legislation
regarding for Sunday, August 24.
For more information,
of blood.
Meeting first in June, Gay men and women.
Each year Aphrodite about 15 people attend
The purpose of the call 278-2970 or write
provides food and ne ed a meeting organized group,
according
to in care of P.O. Box
Memphis,
TN
cessity baskets for the by Glenn Bray to estab Bray Is to keep tabs on 40311,
needy of the Gay com lish a Gay organization upcoming
legislation, 38174-0311.
munity at Thanksgiving to meet these political make
recommendations
and Christmas.
problems head on. A to voters, encourage
And the list goes on.
The women of Aphro
dite are not one's to
go around tooting their
own horns. They do
their shows with class
and their good deeds
quietly.
This
year
Tsarus named the group
as
their
collective
'PARENTS TOGETHER
"Person of the Year"...
testimony to the fact
A Support Group For Parents of Gay Children
that the Gay men's com
munity has a deep and
WHEN: Beginning September 1986
abiding respect for the
work Aphrodite does.
Time and Day To Be Announced
Aphrodite's next bene
WHERE: St. Patrick's Catholic Church
fit
show will take
place Sunday, August 24
Fourth and Linden
at the Pendulum with
doors opening at 6:00
Educational Building
and the show starting
FEE:
$10.00 (per family)
at 7:00. While the bene
ficiary of the show has
(One time only)
not yet been announced,
based on Aphrodite's
CONTACT:
Joe Pfeiffer
track record, the money
274-6262
will be well, spent.

Aphrodite To Do It Again
It's 7:00 on a Sunday
night at the Pendulum
in
Memphis. In the
back room, there's the
hustle and bustle of
getting costumes ready.
Host and DJ confer on
the music selections.
The crowd has gathered;
it's waiting patiently.
Lights have been set
and the ever-present TV
camera and monitor are
ready to preserve the
action on videotape. A
sense of expectation is
in the air.
The evening's emcee
appears announcing the
beginning of
another
Aphrodite show and for
the next two hours, the
crowd is entertained.
And while that enter
tainment goes on, the
basket at the other end
of the dance floor (nee
stage) fills with dol
lar bills. Performers,
hands
filled
with
money received from
"tips," drop hundreds
of dollars into the
bushel-sized
wicker
bssksti
This particular show
will benefit AIDS pa
tients. The evening's
proceeds:
a
record
$4000.
The stars of the show
have names like Corky,
Smitty, Joan, Charlie,
Julia,
Beverly,
and
Kelly. These and oth
ers are the women of
Aphrodite.
Aphrodite is perhaps
the
most successful
social/service organiza
tion in the Memphis
Gay community.
And
they spread their money
around. Past benefits
have supported Jerry's
Kids, The Gay Switch
board, Gaze, the Aid to
End AIDS Committee,
the MCC, and a host of
other
organizations
deemed worthy by the
group. This year Aphro
dite has concentrated
much of its fund raising
on helping victims of
AIDS. Almost
$7000
has been raised this
year alone.
Shows and benefits
may be what Aphrodite
is known for, but they

Gay Political Action Committee Formed

PARENTS TOGETHER is a support
group for those who have a Gay son or
a Lesbian daughter. The group is not a
substitute for therapy but rather educa
tional, informative, and supportive in na
ture.
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Classifieds
RATES FOR CLASSIFIEDS: Personal, non-commercial ads FREE.
Limit of 30 words (including address or phone number) and a $2
charge for use of our P.O. Box. Commercial ads at the rate of 20»! per
word. $3 minimum. Phone numbers and zip codes are free. $2 addition
al charge for use of our P.O. Box. Deadline for ads is 5 days prior to the
publication date which is usually the last Friday of the month. Send to
Gaze, Box 3038, Memphis, TN 38173-0038.

STUDENT/HOUSEBOY/SURROGATE
NEPHEW
I have been intensively searching throughout the
Gay community of the entire United States for
two exceptional young men (18-19 years of age)
to serve me as houseboy/surrogate nephew while
I serve them as a surrogate uncle subsidizing
their college or arts school education. I have
selected one fine young man from Georgia who
will commence his college education, under my
guidance and subsidization, in South Florida com
mencing September 1986. This young man and I
are, together, searching for one additional
young man to join our household and to, simi
larly, commence his education at the same col
lege as of September 1986.
This is who I am :
1. 50 year old
2. Quite youthful — appearing and acting
3. Totally straight appearing and acting
4. Bearded
5. Tall (6' 1 1/2")
6. Thin (160 lbs)
7. Hirsute
8. Negative to the antibodies of the
HTLV-III virus (which means
that I am proven to be free from
the AIDS-causing virus)
9. Professional bachelor
10. Possessing an aching need to love, guide,
and care for a young man who needs
that love, guidance, and care.
This is what I will do for you if you prove to
be the right young man:
1. Subsidize your education at a four year
college or arts school.
2. Fully care for all your financial
needs (clothing, food, travel,
books, sports, recreation, cultural,
educational, hospital and medical
insurance, dental needs, etc.)
3. Give you the security of a stable
home.
4. Give you the security of a long-term,
protective relationship.
5. Introduce you to the so-called good
life of theatre, ballet, opera,
sporting events, dining out at better
restaurants, etc., at least once
weekly.
6. Offer you my maturity and
sophistication.
7. Guide you in your studies and
development.
8. Offer you my avuncular (like an
uncle) love.
This is what I require of the right young man:
1. Be Caucasian, between 18-19 years of
age (no older, no younger and proof of
age required.)

2. Appear 2-3 years younger than your
chronologic age.
3. Be happy that you are Gay.
4. Appear very boyish; not effeminate.
5. Possess a strong urge to further your
education without possessing the
financial facility to obtain that
education. (But, please do not respond
to this ad if you believe, that by so
responding, you are selling your soul
to the Devil in a last-ditch effort to
22'Guw-August/Septenber 1986

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.

obtain that education. Please respond
if you believe that you would truly
enjoy the particular type of Gay
lifestyle which I offer, as well as
desiring having your education
subsidized.)
Be prepared to be totally honest with
me.
Have no interest in the Gay bar
scene, drugs, alcohol, or cigarettes,
or be ready to totally abstain from
these activities.
Be intellectually bright and /or
artistically talented.
Be prepared to work quite hard to
maintain a 3.0 or higher college
average or the arts school equivalent.
Have a strong need to be loved and
cared for by a surrogate "uncle,"
Be as determined to maintain a
long-term (at least throughout the
four years of your undergraduate
education) commitment to me as I am
determined to commit myself to you.
Physically, be short (5'9" or
preferably less) and (even more
importantly) quite slender, 130 lbs.
or preferably less.
Have wavy hair (or be willing to have
your hair permed).
Be extremely boyishly, youthfully
handsome.

If you fulfill the above-listed requirements,
kindly call me at (305) 764-6077 between the
hours of 9 AM and 7 PM (preferably 4 PM to 7
PM). I will accept station to station collect
calls.
Thank You.
Good luck.
Dr. Stuart

ROOMMATE WANTED,
GM, NUDIST, Jonesboro,
AR
area.
2
BDRM, 2 Bath, mobile
home,
3 miles
for
ASU.
$50
deposit,
$150/mo + 1/2 of phone
rate. Call after 3 PM,
Wayne (501) 932-5915.
EAST TN ALTERNA
TIVE
LIFESTYLES
(ETAL) support, edu
cational, and social or
ganization for Gay, Les
bian, and bisexual peo
ple in the Tri-Cities,
TN and surrounding ar
eas. Meetings are week
ly and open to all in
terested. For informa
tion call (615) 7536237 or write ETAL,
Box
23063,
Johnson
City, TN 37614.
Like to run or Bicycle?
Join Frontrunners, Mem
phis'
Gay
aerobics
group. Call Rick at
274-0454 for details or
write PO Box 40311,
Memphis 38174-0311.
BIBLICAL CHRISTIAN
& LESBIAN/GAY? YES!
For
positive support
and helpful literature
contact EOM (Evange
lical Outreach
Mini
stries),
Box
7882,
Atlanta, GA 30357 (404) 261-5710.

GWM,
29,
BLONDE,
BLUE EYES, 6', 185#,
seeks relationship with
mature career oriented
person,
25-40,
who
would like to find hap
piness and companion
ship.
Call
726-1317
after 6 PM.

GWM, 31, PROFESSION
AL, SEEKS GWM, 2535 for permanent rela
tionship. I'm into body
building and over all
fitness. Only serious
need reply. Occupant,
PO
Box
41804,
Memphis, TN 38174.

Rasputin's id.

GWM, 19, TIRED OF
MEANINGLESS
ONE
NIGHT STANDS. At
tractive, 5'10", 135#,
enjoys romance, walks,
sending flowers. Pic
ture appreciated
but
unimportant. C. Victor
Davidson, Route 2, Box
344, Bon Aqua, TN
37025-9802.
GANYMEDE - Computer
Bulletin
Board,
300
GWM, 42, SEEKS GWM Baud, Free, Available
18-40. Am 5*9", 170#, 24 hrs, 278-0167, Pass
cleanshaven.
Have word Ganymede.
movies.
Relationship
possible.
Rick,
Box
MCC OF THE TRI40918,
Memphis,
TN CITIES, PO Box 1612,
38174.
Johnson
City,
TN
37601, (615) 926-3562,
WM, 27, 5'8", 130#, 7:00 PM Sunday, HolBLUE
EYES,
brown ston Valley Unitarian
hair, would like to Church, Eastern Star
meet people who have a Rd, Gray, TN.
love for the country
life. Write with photo THE DOUBLE ANONY
or call Tim, PO Box MITY GROUP for Gays
133.
Carthage,
TN with substance abuse
37030, (615) 735-0301.
problems meets every
Thursday at 7:30 PM.
PHOENIX - GAY AA - For more information,
see listing in Infor please call Dale at 926mation and Services Di 3562
or
Sue
at
rectory.
926-7704.

GWM, 6', 150#, 38,
FIT, MASCULINE, ath
letic, honest, affec
tionate.
New
in
Nashville ... kinda shy
at
first.
Not
into
cruising bars, baths,
bookstores, or parks.
Seeking
genuine
GM
friends between 18 and
40. Harry Monroe, 4425
Westlawn Dr C 103,
Nashville, TN 37209.
GWM, 39, 165#, 6',
LIGHT BROWN HAIR,
blue eyes, mustache,
seeks other males for
mutual pleasure. After
a year have come back
after my lover of eight
years drowned. Write
with Photo. Write C,
PO Box 1335, Cookeville, TN 38503. Will
answer all.
GWM, 43, 120#, SEEKS
FRIEND, COMPANION,
NE Ark. Write L.B.,
Box 3038, Memphis, TN
38173-0038.

THE MEMPHIS GAY CO
ALITION provides Gaze
newspaper,
the
Gay
Switchboard, and the
annual River Ride. Sup
port MGC. Meetings at
Peabody & McLean Li
brary on Monday, Au
gust 4th, Monday Au
gust 18th, in Meeting
Room B, Tuesday Sep
tember 2nd in Meeting
Room A, and Monday
September
15th
in
Meeting Room B. All
meetings begin at 7:30
pm.

Information and Services
MEMPHIS
ORGANIZATIONS
A
Cappella
Chorus:
(Church of Christ) Box
11616, Memphis 38111.
Aid To End AIDS Com
mittee (ATEAC): Box
40389, Memphis 381740389.
American Civil Liber
ties
Union (ACLU):
85 Union Ave., Mem
phis 38103 - (901) 5219875.
Black and White Men
Together: Box 41773,
Memphis 38174 - 2723705, 278-7092, or 7261461.
Frontrunners of Mem
phis: Box 40311, Mem
phis 38174-0311.
GALA: Students
for
Gay and Lesbian Aware
ness - Room 425, Uni
versity Center, Mem
phis State Univ., Mem
phis 38152.
Memphis Center for Re
productive Health: 1462
Poplar Ave, Memphis
38104 - 274-3550.
Memphis
Gay
Coali
tion: Box 3038, Mem
phis 38173-0038 - 726GAYY.
M-PAC - Box 40311,
Memphis,
38174-0311,
278-2970.
Mystic Krewe of Aphro

dite: Box 41822, Mem
phis 38174-1822.
National
Organization
for Women (NOW): Box
40982, Memphis 38104.
Parents
Together
274-6262.
Phoenix (Gay AA): 2720609.
Tsarus: Box 41082, Mem
phis 38174-1082.
Wings:
Box
41784,
Memphis 38174-1784.
MEDIA
Ganymede:
Computer
Bulletin
Board,
300
Baud, Free, Available
24 hrs, 278-0167, Pass
word-Ganymede.
Gay Alternative: radio
program,
Mon. 6:007:00 PM, WEVL, FM 90
- Box 41773, Memphis
38174.
Gaze: newspaper - Box
3038, Memphis 381730038 - (901) 454-1411.
HELPLINES
AIDS Switchboard: 7264299
Gay Switchboard: 7.26GAYY.
Narcotics
Anonymous:
276-LIVE.
Rape Crisis: 528-2161.
Suicide and Crisis Intervention: 274-7477.
SEWANEE. TN
Boxwood Cottage: Bed &
Breakfast
"in
our
home" - (615) 598-5912.
Zip 37375.

RESTAURANTS/BARS
Another
Bar:
1351
Autumn - 272-0903.
The Apartment: 343 Ma
dison - 525-9491.
Back Street: 94 N Avalon (Downstairs) - 2789324
The' Eighth Day: 1382
Poplar - 725-9877.
The French Connection:
598 Marshall - 5261038.
George's: 600 Marshall
- 526-1038.
The
Inferno:
616
Marshall - 526-1038.
J-Wags: 1268 Madison
Ave - 725-1909.
Jackie's: 1474 Madison
Ave. - 272-1104.
Midtown
Cafe: 1351
Autumn - 272-0903.
The Pendulum: 92 N
Avalon (Upstairs)
725-1530.
P.W. Bumps: 238 North
Cleveland - 726-9953.
MISCELLANEOUS
Airport Adult Theatre:
2214 Brooks Rd E - 3450657.
Book Cottage (Overton
Square): 2113 Madison
Ave - 726-5857.
The Book Mart: 852 S
Cooper - 278-9546.
Cherokee Adult Book
store: 2947 Lamar
744-7494.
Encore
Gifts:
1264
Madison, at the back of
Star Search Video 272-7827.
Fantasy
World: 1814
Winchester - 346-2086.
Georgetown Inn: 628-630
Madison Ave - Reserva
tions (901) 525-0725.
Getwell
Book
Mart:
1275 Getwell - 4547765.
Getwell
Adult
Book
Store: 1617 Getwell 745-9054.
Men of Leather: 1266
Madison - 722-8963.
Mid-Town Adult Thea
tre: 1360 Poplar - 7254306.
Paris Adult Entertain
ment Center: 2432 Sum
mer - 323-2665.
Star Search Video: 1264
Madison - 272-STAR.
Tobacco Corner News
room: 669 Mendenhall
Rd S - 682-3326 & 1803
Union Ave. - 726-1622.
Veteran's Cab Co: 525i—^
CLARKSVILLE
ORGANIZATIONS
Clarksville
Chapter
TGCHR: Phone (615)
645-7118 For Informa
tion.
RESTAURANTS/BARS
The Office: 130 Frank
lin St - (615) 6451157.
Raspberries: 125 Legion
St.

NASHVILLE
ORGANIZATIONS
American Civil Liber
ties
Union
(ACLU):
Box 120160, Nashville
Conducters: Box 40261,
Nashville 37212.
Lifestyle Health Ser
vices: 1729 Church St.
Nashville 37203 - (615)
329-1478.
Metropolitan Communi
ty Church: 131 15th Ave
N, Nashville 37202 (615) 320-0288.
Nashville CARES: PO
Box 25107, Nashville,
37202-5107 - (615) 3210118.
Tennessee Gay Coali
tion for Human Rights:
Box 24181, Nashville
RESTAURANTS/BARS
B.
Palola's:
1812
Hayes St - (615) 3200713.
Cabaret: 1711 Hayes St
- (615) 320-7082.
The Chute: 2535 Frank
lin Rd - (615) 2974571.
The
Cowgirl:
1715
Church
St - (615)
321-5830.
Crazy Cowboy II: 2611
Franklin Rd - (615) 3839493.
Juanita's: 1700 4th Ave
S - (615) 256-9681.
The Jungle: 300 Fourth
Ave S - (615) 256-9411.
Ralph's Rutledge Ta
vern: 515 2nd Ave S (615) 256-9682.
Victor/Victoria's:
111
8th Ave So - (615)
244-7256.
Warehouse
28:
2529
Franklin Rd - (615) 3859689«
World's
End:
1713
Church St. - (615) 3293480
MISCELLANEOUS
Contemporary Classics:
2104 Eastwood Ave (615) 292-1958.
The
General
Store:
2535 Franklin (located
in the Chute) - (615)

^nv"

ORGANIZATIONS
Double
Anonymity
Group: (615) 926-3562
or (615) 926-7704.
East
TN Alternative
Lifestyles (ETAL): Box
23063, Johnson City,
TN 37614 - (615) 7536237.
Metropolitan Communi
ty Church of the TriCities: Box 1612, John
son City, 37601 - (615)
926-3562.
RESTAURANTS/BARS
The Connection: 429 W
Walnut - (615) 9289925.

KNOXVILLE
ORGANIZATIONS
aids Response Knoxville (aRK): Box 2343.
Knoxville 37901 - (615)
521-6546 7pm-11pm.
Butternut
Belles
oc
Boys: Box 3585, Knox
ville, 37927 - (615)
524-1629 (evenings).
Knoxville's 10 %: Box
1046, Knoxville 37901.
Metropolitan Communi-

LITTLE ROCK
ORGANIZATIONS
ACLU of Arkansas: Box
2832, Little Rock AR
72203
Arkansas Gay Rights:
Box 3115, Little Rock
AR 72203.
Crisis
Center:
6648834 (Toll free 1-800482-8886).
Gay Counseling Ser
vice:
409
Walnut,

„Chp"eh: to
g-jg?'fell!
D21-bi>4b.
- Mountain Womyn's Coa
lition: Box 18074, Knox
ville 37928-2074.
HELPLINE
Gay
Helpline:
(615)
521-6546
(7-11
PM
nightly.)
RESTAURANTS/BARS
Carousel
II:
1501
White - (615) 522-6966.
Peppertree (Badlands):
317 N Gay - (615) 5255647.
The Point After: 712
19th - (615) 524-9155.

(ioi
663-645A5R ^ '
g™ts4 ^WO^S
Little Rock AR mit
(501) 378-7851.
Great Men/BWMT: Box
3123, Little Rock AR
72203 - (501) 374-3217.
Metropolitan Communi
ty Church: Box 1964,
Little Rock AR 72203 (501) 666-2404.
National
Organization
for Women (NOW): Box
662, Little Rock AR
72203.
Parents and Friends of
Gays: Box 1839, Batesville AR 72501.
MEDIA
Arkansas Advisor: news
paper - Universal Pub
lishers, Box 4397. Lit
tle Rock AR 72214 (501) 225-1300.
Gay Daze: newspaper B-P Publishers, Box
3541, Little Rock, AR
72203-3541
(501)
663-8682.
RESTAUk^TS/BARS
The Branding Iron Saloon: 1701 University (501) 663-8682.
Calamity's:
5922
S
University - (501) 562- 9041.
Discovery
II:
1021
Jessie Rd - (501) 6644784.
Preston's: 5618 Asher
Ave - (501) 562-7531.
Silver
Dollar
Bar:
2710 Asher Ave - (501)
663-9886.
MISCELLANEOUS
4-Star Video: 5300 Base
line Rd - (501) 5624762.
University Adult Ar
cade: 6316 Asher Ave (501) 568-2952.

S

K|3ir

JACKSON, MS
ORGANIZATIONS
American Civil Liber
ties
Union
(ACLU):
528 North State St,
Jackson

MS

39205-2242

- (601) 355-6464.
Gay Switchboard: (601)
•7611.

Ll&rIty4™p"'$y
AA), Metropolitan Community Church, Missis
sippi
Gay
Alliance,
Mississippi
Gay/Les
bian Democratic Party
Caucus: 236 1/2 W Cap
itol
(upstairs),
Box
8342, Jackson MS 39205
- (601) 353-7611.
MEDIA
This Month In Missis
sippi: newspaper - 236
1/2 W Capitol (up
stairs), Box 8342, Jack
son MS 39205 - (601)
353-7611.
RESTAURANTS/BARS
Bill's Disco and Show
Bar: 200 W Amite (601) 969-9765.
Cha Cha's: bar - 236 W
Capitol - (601) 3529728.
Jack's Saloon / Jill's:
208 W Capitol - (601)
354- 9588.
Zan's: bar - 944 Robin———
CHATTANOQQA
RESTAURANTS/BARS
Alan Gold's: 1100 McCallie - (615) 6298080.
Go Go: 1077 Duncan Ave
- (615) 698-1023.

m

'f

CHATTANOOGA
MISCELLANEOUS
Parkview:
8614
Harrison Bay, Harrison, TN 37341 - TN 1800-821-2914 - Outside
TN 1-800-2333737.
Riverside Adult: 1009
Riverside Dr - (615)
622-9335.
Startime Video: 6309
East Brainard Rd (615) 899-9714.
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Another
1351 Autumn

&GA.

272-0903

OPEN 24 HOURS
Friday thru Sunday

OPEN 2 P.M. - 5 A.M.
Monday thru Thursday

$1 BEERBUST

MONDAYS & THURSDAYS

HAPPY HOUR EVERYDAY
2 - 8 PM

100 Draft Beer

Set-ups

850 Bottled Beer

1351

CLEVELAND ST.
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PW Bumps
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Whiteway

Drug Store
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Late Nite Cruise Music Friday and Saturday
2-5 AM — Live DJ
Across from Sears Parking Lot onAutumn
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